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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY OF PROBLEM 
The efficiency of any plant breeding program la en­
hanced If cognizance can be and Is taken of easily noted 
characters partially or completely concomitant with those 
of economic desirability. Scononlcally It Is a small 
natter whether or not the association of traits Is strict­
ly genetic or biochemical. The fact that it exists is the 
ImTJortant consideration. In maiae breeding, until recently, 
the sole criterion for dealrability has been yield. Any 
trait of plant or ear which would increase yield automatical­
ly became a desirable trait. 
In Iowa, during the period of 1910 to 1930, patho­
logical surveys shovred the hitherto unrealized importance 
of ear parasitizing fungi which, through subsequent im­
pairment of germination and seedling vitality, reduced the 
yiold of the open pollinated varieties extant then. Among 
these v/as a sporadically occurring, weak parasite classi­
fied then as Banisporium gallarum Moll, but later more 
properly denoted by Standen (26) as Nigrosnora oryzae (B. 
and Br.) Fetch. Durrell (5) first noted this as an iin-
nortnnt ear and seedling disease of maize in Iowa in 1925» 
Reddy (14) followed with a study in which the pH of v/ater 
extracts of maize cob meal t/as discovered to be negatively 
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oorrelated vlth apparent reaiatanoe to Nlgroapora oryzae 
Infection. This variation in acidity was further investiga­
ted amon^^ cobs of different inbred lines of dent corn and 
found to be genetic in nature. There was less variation 
in pH among cobs within an inbred line than among oobs from 
an open pollinated variety and there were distinct and 
measurable differences in pH between mean readings of in­
bred lines. All of these findings made before 1930 were 
finally reported by Reddy (15) in 1933. 
The presently reported research falls into two sections 
naturally both from the point of chronology and of aim. It 
was originally started in 1930 as a genetic study in the 
disease realstance of Zea mays L. to infection by Nlgrospora 
orygae (B. and Br.) Fetch. Even though no method of arti­
ficial field inoculation was known and the natural infection 
was extremely sporadic, it was thought that a study of in­
heritance of maize cob acidity would reflect the picture of 
disease realstance accurately enough. In the material used 
in the first year of that study additional, apparently 
negative correlations v/ere found between pH and midoob 
color and between pH and resistance of the cob to bending 
to the breaking point. This is defined mechanically as the 
ultimate bending stress. Simultaneously collected data on 
these characters showed the aosociations to be real and 
confirmed the association of pH and disease resistance. 
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Brlef auminarloa of part of these data were reported fx^m 
1932 to 193^ (9, 16) and the 1932 suminary was ouoted by 
Reddy In his later publication (15)• More details of some 
of these earlier studies are given and discussed In this 
report. 
The second phase of this problem covered the crop 
years of 19^^9 thivjugh 1951 ^^nd vac concerned Kith the Intex^ 
relatlonshloB of pH, mldcob color, brenkinfr 6trenf?th and 
other ear characters and their combined effects on yield. 
Eleven of the Intervenlntr years vero spent In the develop-
nont and administration of a sveet corn (sugary maize) 
breedlnfj program for a commercial vegetable seed company. 
During that tine tho traits of mldcob color and breaking 
strength v;ere satisfactorily Incorporated as criteria In 
tho breeding program. V/hlle this adaptation vao, for the 
most part, of an observational nature, the results v;ore 
very Instrumental In esitabllshlng tho approach and boundaries 
of the second phase of the research being reported here. 
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RSVIEl/ OF LITERATURE 
The scope and direraity of the present research sug­
gests that a topical review of pertinent literature would 
he preferable. 
Recent Occurrences of Nlprrosnora 
The endenlc nature of this global parasite lo frequent­
ly overlooked since eplphytotlcs of It on nalze are heavily 
dependent on a rather exacting complex of environmental con­
ditions. Combining this with Its Inoonsplcuity tends to 
minimize its relative Importance v.hcn considering only 
published reports of its occurrence. 3tanden (25) reported 
IkZ per cent Infection in 102 arrested axillary shoots and 
secondary ears examined in lov/a in 1937 when the estimated 
crop loss was ca. one per cent. In 1938, a year of more 
general infection, examination of over 1500 arrested axil­
lary shoots among Inbred llnca and single orosses at Aiaes, 
lov/a, and open pollinated varieties from eight different 
localities ohov;ed Infection rates averaging from 66 to 01 
per cent. He concluded; 
It Is obvious that such extensive Infection 
of arrested axillary shoots £.nd secondary 
ears insures abundant Inoculum adjacent to 
a large percentage of the primary ears. (25, p. 657) 
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Pereonal observations for the crop seasons 1930 through 1932 
in lovm, for the seasons 1933 through 19'v3 in Connecticut, 
and for 19^9 throuc^h 1951 a^aln In Iowa confirm Standen's 
report and opinion. Possible reasons for an apnarent in­
crease in occurrence will be discussed later in this paper. 
Standen (30) has recently retjorted flndinr^ It on maize 
in Venezuela and was able to observe spore discharge from 
the bulbous sporophore. This is the first observance re­
ported for this phenomenon. Coated slides, placed at vary­
ing distances of 3 to 20 millimeters from specimens, re­
ceived a sprlnklinp: of stjores in a 20 minute period. Huller 
(12) reported its occurrence on maize in Guatemala, although 
he lists it as N. sohaerica. It is listed by Ullstrup (32) 
as a minor parasite in Indiana in 19'^9» Buckholtz ^nd 
Wallin (3) gave a brief summary of reported research on 
this disease at the loi-a station. Roane (18) noted the 
presence of JN. oryzae in the complex of fun^l isolated from 
broken stalks of maize In Virginia In 1950 and listed this 
epoclos along with Qlbberella zeae, G. fujikoroi. and 
Diplodia zeae as resnonslble for the major losses in maize 
in 19^8 and 19^9 arising from stalk, oar, and root rots. 
Marsh et al. (11) reported the genus Niffrosoora among others 
as occurring in association with anthracnose tight look of 
cotton bolls v/hoso chief causative organism has been de­
termined as Colletotrlohum ROBsypii. 
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Andrews and Janes (1), In reporting on the heavy 
occurrence of stalk "breakafre in Michigan in 19^9» considered 
a Fusarium sp. as chiefly resnonsible but noted Nigrospora 
app. in some stalks. This peculiar association of Fusarium 
and Ni^rospora was continuously noted in the 11 years of 
personal observation in Connecticut and numerous attempts 
to isolate Nigrosnora strains from various lots of 1933 
diseased material failed because of overgrov/th of Fusarium 
monillforme on the plates. This asnociatlon was considered 
peculiar because on ears infected by both species, F. 
noniliforrae v/oulrt nake the more effusive mycelial grov/th 
although N. orygae v/ouid appear to cause much more physical 
danaf^e throuprh retting of shank and cob. 
pH and Disease Resistance 
Althouf^i pH of plant Julcoa haii bacn studied extonRive-
ly for years and has been oxcollontly rnviewed and intef:rated 
by 'inall (23, Zh) in hla tv;o nonoRrapha, vory little ovl'lonce 
has accumulated for aiinoclritlon of nil of r\ny plr.nt prints 
v/ith reniatanoe to any dleoase. Reddy (15) nuotos the 
English summary of the Rusfllan v.-ork of Tropova (31) v.'hlch 
indicated that varying pH valued of different organs of the 
same plant would explain the differential susceptibility 
of the various organs of the host plant and mipiht also 
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account for the dlfforences in reaiatance of varlouo aeleoted 
straino. 
From Kurd'a data and descriptions (6) it could be in­
ferred that (^one relationship heti^ecn the pH of naiso plant 
snp and disease incidunce night exist, aince 'aho found in 
testing ten 1-yoar Inbred strains of Hold's Y<)llo\r Dont 
from Indiana that a negative correlation ercisted between 
pH of noedlinn: and younc; plant expressed aai and vigor of 
Rrov.'th. This was a plant-to-plant variation and was not 
dei)ondont on genotype. However, no further vork has appar­
ently been done on tl\i3 tonic. 
Roddy (l^t-) v;ao the firat to ob8ex*ve the negative cor­
relation betvoon pH of a water extract froni healthy cobo 
an-' resistance to Migroonora oryzae. Ifia aerieo of reports, 
previously cited, shoired ranges in pH of these extracts 
from to 6.3 with distinct differences occurring be­
tween means of inbred linos. These differences were noted 
both in OTien pollinated varieties and in Inbred linos and 
a threshold point of susceptibility was doternined to be in 
the region of pH 5.0 to "dH 5.3. In ono of these reports on 
inbred lines he noted that no diseased ears were found in 
lines avora.o^ing pH ^.7 or lov/er v/hile nearly half the ears 
in linos averaging pH 5'9-6.1 nhoved the presence of 
Nif^rospora oryaae. 
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llldcob Color 
In a study on char&cSera In corn correlated lo yield, 
•.Vlnter (jh) rcoorted .s.n &r,goci5.S:lon of color of thu ligneous 
portion of r, oob croea mention fron seed oaro -.nd tho progeny 
oro-D froa that seod. IuB far is knov/n, this la tho only 
report of tho 'rcinetlo oorrelr.tion of nidoob ooloi' • ith 
yirld. H(? olaacified the nood eara of five o-.iyn pollint:.t9d 
ijclcoted atr.iln.'j of maize on tha baais of four ml<lcob color 
olaasoa: pink, rod, brown, an-1 blao!v, j.nr' noted oh-.t only 
tvro black earn uoro found. Peronntarro of aood earo of each 
of the four midcob color claanoo i.^ by strain ith 
the nvnrage yiold of tac subaeouont crop for eacii strain. 
Although there i3 nothing in thin rijoort to indlo&te that 
yif;ld otudiQB voro ri3.de on an individual oar prf>p:ony basis, 
or even on ti. midoob color clasis baaia, Uio corrolv-uiono be-
tvreon midcob color olauoos of aood oaro f.nd thoir pi'ujrony 
yields are lintod as: pink wincob, 0.79 io.ll; r&d wlcioob, 
0.60 I0.19 and brov/n midcob, -0.7'^ io.l'K It vas noted 
th'.vt the aignificF-nt negative correlation betv/een brown 
midoob oolor and yield miglit bo Indioative of a natholoc:ioal 
condition, but that no ovidonoo v/as seen for it. All of 
these colors exooot black vero oonaiderod to bo inlicront 
trc-its. 
DGraerao (-0 nuot be crcditod -..ith the first renort of 
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midcob color as a genetic tre-it. His renort, dated a year 
later than winter's study, docs not mention v/lnter's vork 
snd vaa nrobably baaed on research done durlncf the same 
period of time but In a different section of the United 
states. Althouf^h distinctive colors were noted in different 
J.nbredn used In this study, the conclusion was rather dog-
natlcally stated that colored mldcob was a monof-enlc dominant 
over colorleos mldoob. Four nldcob color clav^ses rre listed 
p.s; llfjit pink, rod, carmine red, nnr' dark oepla. Fg 
progenies from three crosnes of colored x colorleos and one 
cross of aepla x red all grave amazingly close conformance 
to expectation, the more so vhen it v/as noted Chat tv/o ad­
ditional progenies gave 35 red, 11 variegated, and 2 wiilte 
midcobs. The variegated pattern v/aa described as oonaiat-
Inp: of an interrupted ring oi' band of color around tiie pith. 
This lo obviously a color pattern factor and not a shade or 
tint condition. Oonoeciuently on the basis of color va. no 
color the above prop;ony must bo classified as segregating 
1^6 colored ; 2 colorleos. Thin lo hardly a monogenic 
segregation. 
Demerec also reported concordance studies of thin 
factor vlth external cob color. Sight backcrossed progenies 
involving the tv;o pairs of characters indicated Inde^iendence 
of the two lool, red va. white external cob color 'ind red 
vs. vhlte mldcob color. It vao further noted that a genetic 
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8train of constitution, T.-hich showed the brown external 
cob color typical of this reoesalve phase of the anthocyanin 
plant oolor loous, possessed red mldoobs. This indicated 
differential interaction frora that found between the A 
locus and the external oob oolor locus, P. 
Nothing further has been done on this trait to estab­
lish its linkage relationships or its possible biolof^ical 
effect. 
Breaking Strength 
Breaking strength of the corn cob can best be defined 
as the ultimate bending stress of the oob. This has been 
measured as pounds of force necessary to produce the cross 
sectional fracture. 
Winter (3^+) is the only one who has published any re­
sults on this subject. V/lnter noted ttxat an unnamed Illinois 
farmer and seedgrov/er In 1920 separated the seed ears of 
his selected strain of open pollinated maize into tv/o lots. 
One lot came from ears v/hose cobs had a breaking strength 
of 60 pounds or more and the other lot v/as composed of seed 
from oobs with breaking strength of less than 30 pounds. 
Progeny yield per acre from the higher breaking strength lot 
of oobs v^as greater than from the softer oobbed lot. Winter 
made a detailed investigation of breaking strength in re­
lation to yield with five strains of open pollinated corn 
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belng tested in Illinois. This oame material was apparently 
used in his midcob color study mentioned above but no com­
parisons were made between midcob color and breaking 
strength. 
Breaking strength was measured with the cob in the 
horizontal position using a self-recording tensiometric 
device. A 4-inch midsection of the cob v/as used with the 
break occurring at or near the center of this 4-inch piece. 
Average breaking strength of cobs from seed ears of a par­
ticular strain was tabulated v.ith progeny yields in busliels 
per acre. These associations are shown for the five strains 
'.nd a correlation table indicates that a correlation between 
breaking strength of parental cobs and progeny ears of O.77 
±0.12 was found. Correlation of cob diameter in centimeters 
And breaking strength of the parental cobs was significant 
at a value of 0.73 io.l4, vrhile the correlation between 
parent cob diameter and progeny yield of O.23 was nonsig­
nificant. Error teina associated 'i/ith these correlations 
are presumably probable errors rather than standard errors. 
The deleterious effect of inbreeding was shown from a 
comparison of a parental cob mean breaking strength of 89.5 
+3.12 pounds based on 100 ears with the single year solfed 
progeny of these ears where an 80 ear sample gave a mean 
breaking strength of 65.9 ^ 3*45 pounds. This v/ould not be 
considered an ader^uate comparison at the present time be-
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ORuae of the otiYlous confounding effects entering into the 
comparison of these two means. 
Interrelationshir>8 of Plant and liar Characters 
and Yield Applicable to This Study 
In the present roTiort correlations existing among the 
following traits; length of cob, diameter of cob, breaking 
strength of cob, weight of cob, silking data of plant, and 
kernel weight or yield, v.'ere studied in conjunction with 
the multiple correlation of all of these considering yield 
as the dependent variable. Only examples of similar nature 
will be Included in this literature review. 
Keller (8) and Shaw (21, 22) have adequately reviewed 
the literature on this subject. Almost all of this data 
was collected on open pollinated varieties. In general, 
correlations of length and diameter of ear and diameter of 
cob were found to be positively correlated v/ith yield. They 
were not alv;aya significant correlations, and, even when 
significant, were too small to be useful in prediction of 
yields. Silking date is usually negatively correlated v/lth 
yield and is seldom of much magnitude. 
As noted above, v/inter found high significant correla­
tions of breaking strength and mldcob color v/lth yield and 
a high Bignifleant correlation of cob diameter t/ith break­
ing strength, but a low nonsignificant correlation existed 
between cob diameter and yield. 
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All of the above correlations v;ero obtained in open 
pollinated varieties. Jenkins (7) made an oxtonsiive cor­
relation study of many characters amonfi: inbred lines, anonf^ 
sinf^le crosses, and between midparent averages and prop^eny. 
Tliese were based on plot neans. Within inbred linos highly 
significant positive correlations of ear length and diameter 
v;ith yield and a higiily sipcnificant negative correlation of 
thfj date one fourth of the plants oilked and yield were 
found, iiithin slnrrle croaaea all three of the above char­
acter n ohov/ed correlations v/lth yield vrhicli vere hin;hly 
sif-nifleant and positive. 
These differ from the results boin^ presented here be­
cause thoy are correlations of moans rather thr.n corrola-
tiona based on individual ears. A direct comparison of 
those tuo types of correlations is presented later in the 
present study. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Here, too, a topical presentation io beitifi; riAde because 
of the diversity both of nateriala an^i of methods v;hloh were 
employed. 
Strains of Maize Used 
The otraina initiating this study consisted of nine 
v;hite dent and one vhlte flint Inbreds with all their oinf^le 
cross comblnationa. The inbreds vrere four to oij^ht year 
snlfed lines from the varieties; Silver King, Four County 
White and an unknown vhlto flint strain. They v;ore oup-
plied by Dr. M. T. Jenkins from the Iowa stocks and had had 
extensive disease incidence notes taken on then (vurin^r 
their period in the breeding nursery. Hot, dry, southv/est 
v/inds durinp the pollinating season of 1930 made tlio suc­
cess of hand pollinations very hazardous. Of oono 1500 
pollinations attempted only one vrcll filled ear renulted. 
A ainilar condition existed among orien polllnnted ears 
whicli silked during that hot di'y period. Advantage was 
taken of this situation to study cob pH variations v/ltJi re­
lation to disease incidence nnd aiiounts of kernels develop­
ing. In addition, open pollinated ears of all of Dr. E. ./. 
Lindotrora's dent inbreds in the (Jenetics Departnont nursery 
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and aome of the better yellov; dent Inbreds from Dr. Jenkins' 
nursery ;.ore harvested for pH studies. Aa a result of theae 
preliminary studies, shifts v^ere made in the inbreds uaed to 
exclude inbreds extremely ausceritible to fun!;?ou3 parasites 
other than Niiyrosnora oryaae and to Include aome yellow 
dent, red cobbed Inbreds. Those newly Included inbreds 
vere derived from the varietiea, 'Valden Dent, Proudfit 
Yollo:/ Dent, lodent, Oaterland Yello'./ Dent, and Blank's 
Yellov; Dent. 
These strains formed the basis of the dlaeaae studies 
made aa well aa the baala for pH, breaking atrength, and 
midcob color research vrhich waa carried on. Progenleo 
grown consisted mostly of backcroaaes but aomo data were 
automatically accumulated on the parental inbreds, F^'a, 
and F2'0' Theae stocks were grown at Amos, Iowa, in 1931 
r.nd 1932 and at Milford, Connecticut, in 1933-
Mr. F. D. Richey, at that time in charge of all the 
Purnell corn breeding projects, kindly aupplied aeed of the 
double oroaa from the Arlington Farm collection kno\m in 
1930 aa "Croaa ^8" along with aeed of the four inbreda and 
two aingle crosaes involved as parents. Unfortunately, both 
single croaaea and three of the inbreda v/ere oomtiletely 
deatroyed by either ear and tasael amut caused by Uatilago 
zeae or by Diplodla ear and atalk rot cauaed by Dir>lodia 
zeae when grown in 1931* 
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v/hen this study v/aa resumed in 19^9. none of the lines 
used previously vere readily available. Consequently, tuo 
new sources of material were used. Dr. 3. H. Smith, Research 
Director of the Michael-Leonard Seed Co., furnished seed of 
Inbreds from his extensive nursery and allowed pollinations 
to be made in his field. He also advised in a selection of 
lines which would cover a i;ide range of maturities and cob 
breaking strengths. Consideration was also given to the 
geographical sources of the background to include as much 
potential genetic variation as possible. The final selection 
of 15 lines consisted of: 3 9\/eet, 11 dont, and 1 popcorn 
types. The range of variation for the characters studied 
here can be seen in Tables 30 through 32 v/uich give the in­
bred means of the 1951 crop for all characters and all in-
breds included in this later study. 
Seed of these 15 inbreds, part of them at two dates of 
planting, were included in the Oonetics Department nursery 
In 1950 and all possible combinations of all fifteen lines 
were made. The attempt was made to get all reciprocal cross­
es as well, but the popcorn inbred, having Jap Hulless vari­
ety blood in its background, had unfortunately carried 
throuf^h some of the sterility alleles found in that variety 
and only four of the fourteen possible combinations could 
be obtained. All fourteen combinations v/ere obtained .;ith 
this popcorn inbred as male parent. Seed of these inbreds 
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and Rlnple oroaaes was Included in the 1951 studies as the 
"SNS" PTOUT) of Inbreda and hybrids. 
In addition to thin material Dr. 0. F. Sprague, Profes­
sor in Acjronomy, Iowa State College, collected ten ear aan-
ples fron each single cross hybrid combination uaed in hia 
19'>'9 sinr^le crooa exoorlniental tests v/hich were planted in 
the aarae twelve fields throughout lovm as T.-ere used for the 
19'^9 Io*>;a corn yield toat. These ten ear sariplea were drawn 
at random from a larger t'rS ear sample which is a combined 
aanple from the three plots of each hybrid at a location 
taken for moisture determination at hai^oat. The aamplea 
were placed in small open mesh bags, five ears per bag, and 
stored for drying in a convenient place nt each farm. Per­
sonal visits were made to every farm in mid-December 19^9* 
all samples were shelled with a portable hand sheller, and 
the cobs were brought back to Ames v/here they v.ere stored 
at room tcmnerature until processed. These data v/ere in­
tended for genetic analysis of hybrid combinations of a 
given number of inbred lines. After all the reauired data 
vrere collected and aaaenbled for tabulation, it v/as seen 
that excessive nonorthogonallty and many mlsalng cells ex­
isted in the tabulations. The data vrere restricted to 
allow favorable conditions for statistical commutation. As 
often happens in ouch cases more than two thirds of the data 
had to be forgotten and statistical analyses eventually made 
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on records for the 5^ hybrids cornnon to the six experimental 
field locations in the southern half of Iowa. These 5k 
hybrids represent all but one of the possible combinations 
of 11 Inbred lines. These 11 inbred lines consist of 6 
standard and well-known yellow dent inbreda and 6 new lines 
on vhich Dr. Spraj^e is investigating the combinatorial 
prospects. 
These 11 inbreda and their ainorle orossas were all in­
cluded in the 12 inbredo with 65 of their possible 66 single 
cross combinations used in the 1951 studies which was des­
ignated £8 the "South Central" ffroun of hybrids. For further 
comttarison an additional 12 inbreda and their 66 v^inrle 
cross combinations called the "North Central" prouo, were 
also studied in 1951* All of those ams.ll lots of seed were 
kindly supplied by Dr. Spra^^ue for these studies. The 
"South Central" group represent inbreda and hybrids adapted 
to the latitude of Ames vhile the "North Central" grout) are 
usually best adapted to the latitudinal region across the 
state which would be contered 50 to 60 miles north of Anes. 
Throe of the inbreda and oonaeouently three of the Dingle 
crosses are common to both these groups. Experimental 
design and statistical methods of analysis will be presented 
for this 19'^9 ami 1951 material in a separate section later. 
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Apparatiia Used in Collecting Data and Methods Einployed 
pH detenalnatlonB 
Although two different methods were employed for de­
termining pH, qulnhydrone technique in the earlier studies 
and glass electrode in the later studies, the same methods 
were used throughout in preparing samples for the pH de­
termination. Broken pieces of the center portion of indi­
vidual cobs were ground in the same Wiley mill used by both 
Reddy and Standen to a fineness to pass either the medium 
or coarse screens v/lth v;hloh that mill is equipped. The 
coarse screen was used only during the periods while re­
placement of the medium screen on its frame was being made 
and would amount to loss than 10 per cent of the total 
grinding time. 
The solutions for testing were prepared in small grad­
uate cylinders knovm as milk graduates. These are calibrated 
v/lth a single line at 10 co. but hold between 15 and 20 cc. 
Aliquots of the ground cob meal v;ere poured into the grad­
uates to a depth of 2 to 3 cms., the cylinders were filled 
with distilled water, thoroughly shaken and allowed to stand 
for at least 20 minutes before reading, v/lth the quinliydrone 
technique, a small excess amount of qulnhydrone was added 
after this preliminary soaking, the cylinder was thoroughly 
shaken again and allowed a few minutes to reach equilibrium 
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before reading. Thia additional step was not neoessary with 
the glass electrode technique. 
With Reddy's technique of ooloriinetrlo pH detemlnation 
using a Lanotte color wheel, it vas necessary to filter the 
suspension of cob meal and water before placing the teat 
solution in the comparometer rack. The time involved in 
this extra step combined v;ith the coaraeneas of reading 
permissible colorlmetrlcally were the deciding factors for 
the electrometric methods employed in these studios. 
For the determinations made from 1930 through 193^ a 
qulnhydrone electrode method was used having a millivolt 
meter calibrated to tenths of millivolts. Appropriate 
transforrjRtion tables were made for conversion of the voltage 
readings to pH. To obviate serious temperature deviations, 
most of the determinations were made at night v/hen temper­
atures of apparatus and solutions could be held easily be­
tween 15° and 20° 0. All readings were made in duplicate 
and the average of the two voltage readings was used in 
entering the transformation table. Duplicate voltage read­
ings seldom differed by more than O-h millivolta. Members 
of the Chemistry Department working with eleotrometrio 
methods had devised a modification for the outlet or contact 
tip of the calomel half cell that reduced the use of KCl 
soln. and speeded up the rate at which determinations could 
be made. This consisted simply of grinding a suitably sized 
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nlpple made from soft plasa tubing over the outlet tip of 
the oalomel half cell. Thla covering nipple kept the half 
cell from becoming poisoned by the tost solution, allowed 
ample electrical contact throuf^ the ground glass Joint and 
permitted the valve In the half cell to be loft open all 
during the testing time. Such minor refinemonta in tech-
nliiue become very important v/hen hundreds of samples are to 
be tested. 
The glass electrode apparatus used in the later studies 
waa a standard model manufaotured by the Cambridge InstiTument 
Company, Ossining, New York. This has nn internal electrode 
as standard equipment but has an external dipping electrode 
as an accossory attachment. Because of the stages of radio-
anpllfication included in the circuit, this instrument is 
more sensitive and the recording dials are calibrated in 
hundredths of pH units. Using the internal electrode requires 
filtering of all solutions; tlila v/aa employed in ca. 1000 
determinations on the 19'('9 material. Because of tl;o total 
time required per reading v/hon the suapenslons were filtered, 
a dipping electrode attachment was procured and the remainder 
of the ca. 15,000 readings were made by dipping the elec­
trodes directly into the cob Dieal suspension. Fifty paired 
comparisons of the two types of electrodes on cob meal aua-
pensions as well as checks on buffered pH standard solutions 
at tht) time of changeover shov/ed no detectable differences 
in measurement v/lth the two types of electrodes. 
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Mention should be made of the crudity of premratlon 
of the susTjenalons v;hich v/as delllaerate after oorapariaona 
of different oonoentrationa showed a tremendous buffering 
cat)aoity or other ionic equilibrium producing factor in the 
water soluble solutes from cob meal. This stabilization 
effect has been noted by Reddy and was checked in these 
studies both in 1930 for the ouinhydrone apparatus and 
again in 19^+9 for the glass electrode instruraont. 
By a fortunate oversi^t, remnants of the cob meal 
samples fron the 1931, 1932, and 1933 crops v;ere still 
stored in the attic of the Genetics Laboratory building 
when this study v?as reinitiated in 19^9^ Samples v/hich had 
originally given readings over most of the pH range v/ere 
sorted out and checked vith the glass electrode. In these 
checks ten separate readings were made on each of the 
selected samrdes and were repeated on the same aliquots 
after four to five hours. Agreement with the recorded 
readings from the early 1930*a was very good and indicated: 
(1) that the dried cob meal samples had not deteriorated 
with storage, and that the ouinhydrone and glass electrodes 
gave equivalent measures of pH activity; or (2) that changes 
in cob meal with storage as far as pH was concerned were 
equivalently balanced by variances in reading between the 
two methods. For the purpose of this study the former 
interpretation is preferred. 
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Breaklnrr atren.crth 
DreaklnK stronsths were obtained throufjh modlfylnE a 
horlsontal teatinf; device originally deol^^ned and built for 
atalk breaking studies conducted by Dr. M. T. Jenkins. Tjince 
no complete description of this testing machine has been 
published, two pho oograTjha, Figures 1 and 2, are Included 
here. Fig\»re 1 la a plan photo showing: the location of 
the self recording, horizontally mounted, 200 pound opring 
scale; the double slide arrr-.ngement ^/ith the three fulcrura 
pointa for holding tlie cob; and the chain, i/hich connect a 
the foot lever and tho slides, leading over the pulloy on 
the distal end from tho scales. The tv/o metal edged boards 
visible beneath the slide nechaniara are gololy for support 
of the slide. The center fulcrum plate of the slide mech-
aniara ^vas fabricated from half-inch aluminum alloy sheet 
after a number of wooden plates had sheared v/hiln pulling 
very hard cobs. The motric scale on the ruler seen nailed 
to tho surface of the machine was uoed for cob length 
measuroraents. Figure 2 is a perspective photo which shows 
equally wall the Hlmplicity of the machine. 
Since it was originally designed for stalk strength 
measureraents, the outei* fulcra were fixed at eight inches 
on centers. For cob breaking, vhite oak blocks v/ere made 
to fit over these edges to reduce the overall length of the 
test piece to three inches. This did not change the center 
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fulcnim position or angle of attack. A cob, in pl*ioe for 
testlnr:, can be seen in both photos. 
Tho procedure of getting the breakinp^ strength estimate 
consisted of deoressing the foot lever *.vith steadily in­
creasing pressure until fracture of the cob occurred. The 
loose needle on tho scale van thus Inft on the calibrated 
face of the scale at the position attained then fracture 
occurred. The scale was graduated in 2 pound units and 
readings v/ere estimated in 1 pound units. It was felt that 
the personal error in such estimates was sufficiently ran­
domized and mininiaed considering tho large number of read­
ings made. 
Cob length, cob diameter, breaking strength and midcob 
color grade v'ere determined on each cob in one continuing 
complete operation. Lengths v/ere measured in contimetera 
and diameters v/ero measured in millimeters using a common 
sliding outHide caliper such as can be obtained from any 
scientific supply dealer. Midcob color grades are explained 
belov/. 
Hidcob color 
Only ti;o reports have mentioned this character, the 
one by Denurec {h) and the other by '.'inter (3^). Bince 
Domerec's studies were made on inbrods, hybrids, (auT seg­
regating progenies at Cold Spring Harbor, Nev/ York, and 
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v/inter'a otudieo v;ere oonduoted independently on selected 
open pollinated strains of yellow dent corn at Urbana, 
Illinois, It 13 not stirnrlalnr; that agreement between the 
clasalflc&tlon aoheraes of the tv;o workers is poor. It Is 
also quite probable that the material in these two studies 
differed considerably in exDresaion of nidcob color. 
The large number of inbred ears examined in the vrinter 
of 1930/31, when the oreaent study on laldcob color was 
started, pravo tho opiiortunity of samplinp: a greater range 
of expression of thlo character thp.n was available to either 
of the other workers. Therefore, the scheme of gradlnFT used 
in these studies is beinp: explained in detail. Visual color 
grading and clasoiflcatlon, being a completely subjective 
operation, must have fairly vrell defined class limits, must 
be cinplc in application, and must be easily demonstrable 
to othero if it is to be of more than individual personal 
use. 
It was noted in examining Inbred ears that reds and 
bro\/ns appeared as distinct and separate colors in some In-
breds and in apparent combinationa aa shades of maroon in 
otherfl. The first notice of this character occurred in a 
v/hlte cobbed strain and appeared as a distinctive bright red 
ring, without attempting to catalog the Idosyncracies of 
expression found in cobs of ^?,lfferent strains, a simple 
dlchotomoua key was baaed on the following; 
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oolor V£. no color 
red V£. brown aeries 
light dark shades 
For ease of recording and classifying and to allow for the 
presence of the combination of reds and biK)wn8 since these 
colors were not mutually exclusive in the tissue, numerical 
values were assigned to the named color classes as shown: 
00 - no color 
10 - pink 
20 - red 
01 - tan 
02 - brown 
This scheme allows the numerical combinations of any grade 
of one series with any grade of the other. Thus, the pink 
plus tan colors in the same midcob can be numerically re­
corded as 11 and so on for other combinations. 
Oolor desoriptlons are usually useless. For this 
reason the following table gives the direct matchings of 
the 5 colored classes of midcob v/ith the swatches of color 
chart sources: M & P (Maerz and Paul), R (Ridgway) and 
RlIS (Royal Hort. 3oc.). Oompleto references to these sources 
are given under "Literature Cited." The color names and code 
letters and numbers follow the schemes used in each of the 
sources. Indication of more than one color swatch is used 
to signify to some extent the range of shades which would 
Table 1. Hidcob color comparison with standard color cdrnrts 
Hidcob color Color chart designations 
G-rade Narae w & P R RH3 
00 white This is snov? or chalk i/hlte — not referred to charts 
01 tan 903 to 9H^ Light buff {XV-17'f) 
02 brovm 1^A8 to 14a9 Snuff brovm to Vienna brovn 
(XXIX-l3»k or 15"k) 
10 pink 2D8 to 2F9 Venetian pink (Xlll-l'f) 
Chantenay pink (XIII-3*f) 
Alizarin pink (XIII-1'd) 
Jasper pink (XIII-3*d) 
20 red 5S6 to 5H6 Jaaver red (XIII-3*) 
Acajou red (Xlll-l'i) 
Ponpeian red {XIII-3*i) 
Cardinal red 
822 
Chrysanthennim 
Crimson 824 
11 pink, tan 3D10 to 3&10 Con^TO pink (xxvill-7"b) 
Japan rose pink (XXVIII-'9"b) 
Onion-skin pink (XXVIII-ll"b) 
22 red, brov/n 6L7 
7L7 
to 
to 
6L9 
7L9 
Madder brox/n (XII-3'k) 
Brick red (XIII-5'lt) 
Garnet Brown 
00918 
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fall In one mldcob color class. Both copien of Rldgwsy 
v.hloh v/ere arallablQ shoved some foxlnp, flecking and erosion 
of the color swatches. Using the tv/o co-den for comparison 
against each other and the cob sample should minimize errors 
here. Hissing entries signify no suitable matdi. 
It should be noted that the combined colors of pink 
vith broKn or of red with tan are eithei- of extrenely rare 
frequency or are tno easily confused •• ith other clasoeo. 
In the 17 years of personal observation covfirinj^ literally 
hundreds of thousands of ears, only a fevr were seen that 
could confidently be placed in «;ither of the above categories. 
Perhaps an individual v-*lth bettor nolnr peroention v/ould see 
those conbinationr. readily. Alno very rare in occurrenco 
wore black midcobs such as mentioned by Winter (3^)* Upon 
examination of a few of these ••ith 12x to 20x pocket hand 
lenses no avldonce of myoelia or oporea was seen. 
Some pigmentation in the contor of the cob Is frequent­
ly associated •/ith fungal and bacterial infections. However, 
little experience is necessary to diotinguish these colora-
tion'i from the normal development of mldcob color. Such dis-
ooloratlons are oomraon as; diffused pink to rod thrf)'ip;h 
tissue associated vith I^iaariurt moniliforrie infection, buff 
or grayish white as so dated v/ith Diplodia zeae. yellow/, tan, 
or brov/n bundle spots seen vith Aoremoniura cephalosporium 
and a diffused pale yellov/ in dried cobs after infeotlon by 
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Phytoroonaa atewartll. Of cotirae, tharc la the gray or black 
appearance In eara badly Infected Tith Mlffrospora oryzae 
arialng from heavy oporulatlon of the funpxia, but at thia 
staf^e the cob la usually so badly retted that it frapnionts 
very easily. 
Kar and cob welghta 
In the 1951 material all indlvldtml earo were v^eighod 
after drying, shelled, and tlien cobs were welshed. The 
difference of these two weightp thus booomes kernel weight 
or yield. Obtaining kernel velcrht in this nnnner is mucli 
simpler than shelling indivinual ears and weighing the 
shelled grain directly. Errors inhurent in this inverted 
procedure must be very alight. 
In the group of 3N3 hybrids grown in 1951 the inclusion 
of au, ^  inbreda necessitated an adjustment of kornol weight 
data for all hybrids involving the 3u 3u x au su or au au x 
su _au combinationo. Thia v/aa done because atarc^iy kernels 
are known to be heavier than sugary kerneln in all oases 
v/here both occur together on a segregating ear. The pro­
cedure used v/as as follows: 
1. viaual estimate of the percentage of augary 
kernels on an ear v/aa mde baaed on preliminary 
counts to standardize the estimate; 
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2. a composite sample of mixed kernels from the 
tliree ears in a hill was taken from the oonter 
nortiona of the ears at the time of obtalninr: 
ear and cob weights; 
3. two hills were saratiled at random for eaoli hybrid 
involvinr? the su or su ^  prenotype; 
at a later time 50 ^  and 50 an kernels were 
chosen at random and weighed on a 9mR.ll torsion 
balance to the nearest half contipppan; 
5. find uroportionate ratios of v'ere calculated 
and incorporated into ^.n Rnalysio of variance to 
oonfim the honofjeneity of tiie oalonlated ratios 
In aa far as variance due to particular inbred 
parents or cnooific liybrid combinations waa 
concerned. 
After determining the validity of the adjustment ratio 
to bo utied, all kernel weiRhto of aegreBatiiig ears were ad­
justed to the enulvalonoy of expected ^  ^ genotyno for 
further studies. It was suspected that coba of ^  a^ and 
su su ears also needed corrections for cob weights and 
breaklnf^ strengths v/hich could be directly a89ip:ned to the 
biochemical activity of the ^  gene. IT^is correction, to 
have any validity, uould require a separate study of various 
backoroflood orogenies and could not be included vrith the 
present research. 
Ears P.nd cobs \-rere welrrhed on a Toledo tablo model 
scale havlnf: a capacity of 500 fpis. r.-ith calibratlon-i in 
even 2 gran units. Because these markings on the faoo of 
the scale were so close toi^ether, v;eii[?hts rrere road and 
recorded in the odd numbers v;hich vrotild correspond to the 
medial points between the calibration marks. 
311king dates 
/'ith all inbred, oiiiprle oroas, c-.nd other n'vterial in­
corporated into nne large ex^^orinnntal block in the nursery 
in 19511 ailkinK dates of all natsrial «irs referred to the 
tev plants vhich silked first in Iho area. These vrere all 
ainprle croso plants and tho day on - hlnh they silked v;as 
recorded as day 1. This occurred on 26 July 1951* flo 
plant vas recorded as beinn silked unless more than iJiree 
ailko had extruded. 3ince most silk rsxtruaion occura be­
tween the hours of 0000 and 1200 and since daily visito 
vere made to all hills in the exnorimental area, errors in 
silkin/?: date record can be no {greater than one day. These 
errors introduce an uncontrollable bias into the data; the 
occasional oversir^it errors v/hich must inevitably occur 
also Rive bias in the same direction. 
1951 plot layout 
The main central portion of the 1951 experimental area 
consisted of ten randomized blocks of the 328 single crosses 
and 3(5 inbred parents planted a? ninfrle hill r-lot-s. To de­
crease interplot conmotitlon yet not Interfere • itii the 
cuotonary between-rowa apacin.^ of h2 iucheo in the nursery 
nnc. to n.^ko all hllln equidistant from each other, the scheme 
of hoxaRonal or "honeycomb" arran^renent conunonly uaed in 
orchard plantings was adopted. This allowed r.paclnp hills 
farther ^part, ^ ,2 Indies botx^'een hills, t/hile still re-
tainln;: the k2 inc5li sriaoing uotveen ro-'S. To acxileve 
equldlotr-ace betveon hills rc ruiros hills in acljecont rov.'s 
to be staggered no that t*;o hllln in one rov an4 tiie inter­
mediate hill in the adjacont rov lorn the a^>ioer< of an 
oouilf.tcr^l triangle. With betwof n-rov,' nvr.olnR of h?. Inches, 
the between hill spacinfro r.utoiiatically become ^.2 inches, 
for these are halvou of the minor ran J or R::eo of hoxa{jons 
or Altltudei nud sides of ecuilatcral triKuglos, re3p9ctlve2y. 
Indlviuuiil hills of the 328 yinf^le croosee were slanted 
in blocks of 16 rows oaat-to-west oontainlnfv 21 hills each. 
Th' final night ununod hllln in every block v;ore planted 
T/iUi Biateriftl of onmjjarable vigor nnd maturity. The blocks 
of hy' Tldfl were arranged In tv/o stripa of five blocks across 
the e>'.nerlr;ental area and the ten randomized blocks of the 
36 inbrod parents were placed in u single strii) betv/eon. 
To match the roue covered by the hybrid strips, Inbred 
blocks v/ero made as i-ight roi.s caet-to-west havint; fiva 
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hills eaoh; here too, the unused hills in each block were 
planted /ith comparable inbred naterial. A guard strip of 
inbred material tvo hills vide encircled the perimeter of 
the inbred planting with an additional tv/o hilla of hybrid 
material on the two aides next to the simple cross string. 
This central area of hybrids and inbreds vaa in turn en­
circled -iuh border plots of hybrid naterial five hills •.Ide 
on the east, sowth, and west sides, and two hills vido on 
the north. 
culsural no ICQ 
The tJiroo j:*roup8 of oinf',*lG crons anri inbred parent 
material uood in this study v/ere described in a previous 
section. Seed of the SM'J j^roup of hybrids end inbreds vrere 
planted at the rate of five kernels per hill; aoed of "^r. 
Sprapue's material containinf^ the NG and f^roupo of liybride 
could only be planted at the rato of four kernels per hill. 
All seed was sludge treated vith a conmerclal seed treat­
ment formulation knovm as "Power Pak." ('hen ot^nd was ca. 
8 inches high, all hills contnininR more than three plants 
v/ere thinned to leave the three most vigorous plants. Hills 
containin*? three or leas plants were untouched. 
Mention must be made of the seed bed condition and gen­
eral climatic situation thrnuRh the crop season. Gold wet 
weather (jreatly hindered good seed bed preparation; one 
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cornor v.aa badly puddled and renis-lned hard and alraoat im-
pem'ioua during the season. The broadcast application of 
fertilizer showed atrip inenualities ';}iloh v.ere very notice­
able in the plant growth. Both these items nrobably con-
trilaite most of the aif?nificant vari^ition due to rolicatee 
v/hioh can be seen in the an&lysio of varlanoe tables of the 
results. 
Tiie consistently belo;.- normal ^-eather throufth the 
pntire p:ro'..'inrr aeanon cnn be seen in Table 2. This -ahowa 
the ftvera'je i/eekly tenntfratures And rninfall s v/lth tJie 19^1 
weeV.ly demrturea. Theno data vere kindly supplied by 
Drs. R. H. Bhft'-' nnd 0^. Ti. Bar'^si', Anilnt^.nt ProfesBora of 
ClitnstoloRy hero n,t lova .itate Collepre, ".nd were derived 
from unpubliiihed recorOs «..n'i nunnnries '"•nd from Dr. Barftor'a 
Ph.t). thesis (2). All data were colloctod at the weather 
station maintained at the IOV/R. Jtate Gollep:o Agronomy Farm 
oituated about three miles nouth./est of the Genetics nursery. 
These tomporature and rainfr.ll anomalion can oaaily 
account for tho pocullar yiold porfomances seen in the TiC 
and HO (pr'ouna of hybrids. 
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Table 2. Weekly Climatoloprlcal Data, Ames, Iowa, 
ISC Apronomy Farm w'eather Station 
Lat. ^200«N, Lonp. 93°39*W 
a Temperature Rainfall 
Week Hean^ 1951 Mean® 1951 
No. Month 20 yrs. deviation 53 yrs. deviation 
10 May 55.4 -1.7 0.81 -0.33 
11 59.9 ••0.1 1.01 -0.17 
12 66.0 3.7 1.08 -0.72 
13 64.9 -0.3 1.04 -0.54 
Ilk June 6o.l "•6.5 1.35 3.18 
15 64.6 -4.0 l.OJti 0.29 
16 70.0 0.4 0.85 0.17 
17 68.7 3-9 0.88 -0.22 
18 July 6U.9 9.7 0.92 1.31 
19 69.3 "6.6 0.71 -0.05 
20 72.6 3.4 0.78 0.02 
21 73.9 2.1 0.64 0.16 
22 74.4 0.9 0.94 -0.94 
23 Aug. 71.9 -2.8 0.79 -0.01 
2if 70.4 3.0 0.93 1.07 
25 66.4 5.7 0.74 0.73 
26 71.1 0.5 0.91 0.31 
27 Sept. 68.1 -0.9 0.80 -0.71 
28 65.3 -1.7 0.91 1.88 
29 59.2 5.8 1.22 -1.22 
30 56.5 5.9 0.87 -0.61 
31 59.4 0.5 0.78 0.31 
32 Oct. 54.4 -2.3 0.57 0.71 
33 57.3 3.7 O.h? -0.35 
34 43.9 -6.4 0.44 0.62 
35 42.9 3.8 0.53 -0.36 
^-Internationally Standard Cllmatologloal 'veeks are 
numbered In 7 day periods v;lth year starting 1 March. 
^v/eekly average (max. + mln.) teraperatureo In °F., 1925 
through 19^^. 
®V/eekly average precipitation In Inches, 1893 through 
m5. 
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Harveatlng v/aa done by hand and harvest date v;as based 
on the silking date. Studies by Shav/ (22) had shown that 
in apite of the differences between the climate of the 19^7 
and 19^ seasons maximuia dry v/cight v/aa attained in this 
area of the Corn Belt at oa. 51 days. Slight decreases in 
number of days between silking date and maximum dry weigiit 
attainment for earlier tlian average hybrids could be expected. 
Considering the abnomalitiea of the 1951 climate it was 
arbitrarily decided to pick the earliest maturing strains 
57 days after silking date and gradually increaae this as 
picking progressed to hills of later atrains. Harvesting 
was completed on material ^.-hich had then remained in the 
field from 75 to 8^ days after ailking. This completion 
time was also on the second day follov;ing the first killing 
frost. All material was transported to the greenhouse after 
harvest and dried there to an air dried condition of oa. 15 
to 20 per cent moisture before weighing and ohelling. 
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RS3ULT3 
Interrelatlonahlpa of Halze i:ar Charaotere 
Observed from 1930 Through 1933 
Varlatlona in pH attributable to environment oontraated 
r lth variation paused by prenetlo baokttrotind 
SnvlronnentRl faotora considered here nay be any factors 
Influonolng pH and not directly traceable to dlfferenoea in 
plant pjenotypes. These vould include dlfferenoos in pH read- ' 
inRS between: 
1. tv/o ears on the name plant regardleaa of pedigree, 
2. eara of the aarae inbred or single oroaa in the 
aame nursery row, 
3. eara of the aame inbred or ein^^lo oroaa from ad­
jacent rows planted at different dates, 
4. ears of the aarae genotype shoving different pro­
portionate amounts of kernels on the ears, 
5' healthy and diseased ears of the same genotype, 
regardleaa of the causal organism involved. 
Tables 3 and k briefly summarize these results. 
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Table 3. Average pll differences in early vs. 
late planting- of inbreds 
No. of inbreds pH difference 
Year compared (late - early) 
1931^ 22 0.15 - 0.050** 
1932 12 0.15 i 0.056* 
1933 9 0.06 ± O.Ol^f 
Total 43 o.l39t 0.038 
nipnifleant at 
**^sirnificant at 
^•1931-32 grov/n at Araca, Iov/&; 1933 at 
Milford, Connecticut 
Table pH comparisons v;ithin inbreda. 1931 crop. 
No. of Avg. 
strains Comoarison pH 
compared t'iff. 
13 AVg. (diseased-healthy) .38/16** 
16 Avg. (poorly filled-v/ell filled ears) ./^370** 
**fliprnifleant at 
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Some unusual relatlonahipg found in these studies are in­
cluded below. 
1. On t!:o eared pl«inta the top or first ear usually 
3hov;ed lotrer pIC thr.n the bottom or second ear. 
These differences varied in diroot proportion to 
the magnitude of difference in aizo of the tv/o 
ears. Ur-all differences between oars would show 
negligible differences in pH readings; large 
differences tfould nhow differences up to 1.0 nH 
betvreen the two cars. 
2. Plnnt to plant variations in tho same nursery rov 
of Inbred or sinfrle cross would be negligible. 
Strains of low average pH readings, ^.8-5«0, 
would havo smaller ranee and error than strains 
of hif'Ji average reading, pH Correla­
tion between mean pH and its variance was high. 
3. Paired comparioona of early V£. late plantinf? of 
inbreda vrore made in 193^ because it was tho 
practice to alternate early and late plantinfsja 
of all inbreds. Tho year 1932 was considered 
an exceptionally pood year for mc-turity booauae 
of continuing^ warw v/eathor and late fro at dAte. 
NsverSheleus, healthy ooba from the late plant­
ing atill showed hifjiicr pH readings than healthy 
cobs from the early planting. 'I'hese differences 
of means would usually be approximately 0.2 pH. 
"hZ" 
h. pH varies In almost Inverse proportion to the "set" 
of kernels on the ear. All healthy inbred oobs, 
reRardlesa of genotype, vlth less than 10 per cent 
kernels developing '..-ould be at tho as-me pll level, 
about pH 5«8. This v/as ohoohnd on both poorly 
pollinated eara and on coba v/hlch developed under 
ahoot baga, were never T>ollinatod. Thia 
Indloatea that the raaterlr.ls reaponiJible for the 
pH reading found in healthy, well matured cobs 
develop in conjunction vdth tho bioohemioal ac­
tivity of ear development. Thia rolationahip 
can be localized i/ithin the ear vhcn coba of 
partially filled oars are exanined. Oob tiaaue 
immediately under individually developed kernela 
in atraina genetically hard cobbed and poaaeaaing 
raldcob color v.'ill show li":nifioatlon and midoob 
oolor only in the vicinity of tho liundlea form­
ing tho kernel attachment. 
5. The varying effects of difft rent fungi on cob pH 
la notov/orthy. Increaae in pH of coba infected 
'.;ith Fuaariun moniliforme ia directly propor­
tional to maoroacopically vioible degree of in­
fection. Slight diseaae evidence v/ould increase 
pH 0.1-0.2 units; badly infected ears having the 
mycelial mnt dense enough to cement the huoks to 
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the ear >111 ano" Inoreaaea un to 1.0 pH deDend-
ing on tho gcnetio potential of the strain. In 
all badly Infected ears, regardlesa of causal 
orpaniam, the pH readings generally fall betvxeen 
pH 5.8 to 6.5. 
Diplodia zeae Infections shoved a similar 
but more pronounced increase in pll. Mild in­
fection created almost maximum changes in pH. 
The higiieat pH readinrs found vera fron cobs of 
oars severely infected v.ith IJ. zeae. from pit 
6.^ to pH 7*8* 
A very fev/ ears infected vith a blue green 
spored organism, quite probably an AaperKillua 
Bp., decreased pH markedly. The lowest reading 
was pH 3*8. In attempts to Isolate Niprrospora 
oryzae, a aimilar unidentified Aspergillus sp. 
was occaaionally found on the plates producing 
circulai- colonies 1.0-1.5 in diameter. 
Cryatallization in tho aubstrato subtended by 
tho mycellKl mat was always noted in approx­
imately two weeks after inoculation and tho 
oolonies wore ar./aya in tho vicinity of the 
inoculum. At that time the mixed culture of F. 
moniliforme and N. oryzae would be thoroughly 
npre&d over the plr.te and throupjh the substrate 
exoer)t In this area sunportln'? the Annerfclllua 
colony. 
Hlgrosnora oryzae infections of different 
intenaltien produced an Internodiate effect be­
tween thoHe of F. noniliforne and D. seae. Re­
duction in cob vcipht and structural strength 
because of retting Ih noat noticcabln vith W. 
oryzae; aeverelly infected cars of r. tnonilifome 
r.nd D. zeae -roduce similar ueif^it and atrtic-
tural otrcsnf^th reductions prooumably because of 
cob tissue digestion diiring funfruo Rrovth. 
Relationahius anonr niclcob color. r)H. breakinr stronfTth and 
diaeaae 
The red nidcob color frrados in the 1932 planting v/ere 
conoiatently associated v/ith clian,n:oB in breaking: strength 
of the cobs; cobs vithout rod pi^iaontation beinp: veakeat, 
pink midcobs, intomcdiatc, and ruf', ntrnncoat. Thin io in 
agreeraont vith Winter's findinf5S (3^). The red series 
ahov/ed a siinilar aofiooiation ^/ith pH. Cobs lacJtinp midcob 
color v/ere usually hifrher in pH than those havinp: midcob 
color. The pH difference between pink and no color was 
greater than tlir.t betx-een pin'c and red. The association 
of this red serlca with pH and Nipcroapora inoidenoe between 
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Inbreda la shovn In Table 5» A direct comparlBon is raade 
betv;een the aver&pre pH'a in 1932 and thn ner cents of N. 
oryzae infection in 1931 in the aane inbred by nidcob color 
clasaea. The commriaons are nade between tv/o years' data 
because 1932 vas a "good" corn year vhile 19"! was a "poor" 
Table 5* Aanoclatlon of Nlgroopora incidence 
in 1931 orop of inbreds vith pH n,nd midcob 
color readings from 1932 crop 
!Iidoob color class — Re aoriea 
Uo color • • Pink Red 
avg. 
y 
f* RVg. av^-. J > 
pH Hl,i^. vH Nit?' Nig. 
Inbred 1932 1931 Inbred 1932 1931 Inbred 1932 1931 
La 5.2 1.0 Cla i>.8 19. Ids /K8 0.0 
Oae 5.0 0.0 ihCo63 .^7 0.0 
Pr 5.2 0.0 Idt 5.1 5.3 
Lo 5.0 Vi.B Oaf 5.0 7.0 
Ldg 5.0 30.8 ide U,8 36.0 
Blx 
Bla 5.3 56.3 
Vial ^7.9 
Mo 57.3 
fcCo^l 5.0 7^.9 
hColO 5.6 Bh.h 
kGoZ? 5.5 Bli.8 
vmF6l9 5.3 86.U 
^vColoi 5.0 90.3 
Avff. 5.2 '1-6.2 : 1^,8 1 9 . :  10.7 
corn year but a "Rood" Nicrrostiora year. Only inbreds on 
v/hloh data for at least 20 ears could be obtained each year 
were Included in this conpariaon. Unfortunately, only one 
inbred in the group could be conaidered as pink nldcobbed. 
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straln and it does not rrive an adequate or an accurate 
picture of this color clagg in the series. Its deviation 
nuot bo conoldercd as a aan-Dlinf^ deviation since cunulative 
information Indicated the intorciediacy of this nidoob color 
grouo in til?! tiH and diacaae distribution. The ftsneral 
pattern of rolationnhlr* of pH I'ith U. ory?.ae Is easily 
seen. Thlo la the rclationnhln pointed out by Roddy. The 
scatter in tho distribution Illustrates the variability of 
the difference betuenn •^noty^io potential and nonotynic 
exproBSlon, the fovr=inr f^snnrally belnr: called tho ptonotyoe 
vhile tho latter is tho observed phenotype. 
'.'Inter (3^) devised an index flFure, oallcd the aver­
age otresa value, breaklnf^ atrom^th divided by tho dif­
ference of the cubes of tho external cob diameter una the 
uiametor of the oith aoctlon. Ilia brealclnc strength I'cad-
inga t.ere the ultinate bendinp; ntreneeo oT tubes ratlier 
tiian of solid rods. '.'.Inco dlfforencoa ul* tvo cuch values 
deoonded exuononiJinlly on tube-vmlT. thioknoas, nince uni­
form coMpojtir.lon of tube walls '/p.m necessary for equivalence, 
and since T)ith diameter *./a3 seldom more than one third of 
tho cob diameter, tho correction for pith diameter v/as 
thought to be unnecessary in this study. 
The correlations of breakinf* 3trenp:th and dlF.inotor for 
all 1932 cobs was determined. All possible correlation 
differences between Inbreds, betv/een sinrrle crosses, and 
bettreen baclcorosaed progeny pa were teattid for cl;?rnlf-
Icance unlng FlfJher'n ^  tranDfornatlon. Ho algniricant 
dlfferenoea were fount^ anfl t;hc entire data v/ere rooled. 
The highly Qlc:nific5ant correlation of 0.B2 was found for 
thla entire oample population of 1999 healthy, well filled 
and well matured ears. 
An attonpt *..Tia r'.adc to find 8onu ohorilcal fraction 
whidi would be ansociatcd t.ith the breaklnr utrength 
phenomenon. Componlto cob ndl iiaraploa of one :ioft cobbed, 
one medium cobbed, and onv hard cobbed line i/ers fraction­
ated by a otudcnt, 0. G-. Cal'it;ell, in the Chomiatry Depart­
ment. Fractions for the three utralns ars c^lvon in Table 
6 aa porcentagea of the total sample analysed. 
Table 6. Ohenlnal fraotions of maizo cob meal of 
Inbrods •..Ith varying; LruakinK strength 
Breaking Hot HOH Cold HOH Difference F.ther 
fltronp:th extract fjxtract (hot-cold) tixtraot Oluaooe 
AOFT 12. i>6 1 '.05 O.hl 0.219 6.87 
MC'diuffl B.59 7.'-'6 1«33 0.2'A 2.'<9 
Hard 9.8/; 0.33 1.31 0.1V9 
CO 
•
 
The only direct aaaooiation found '..'ao in the percentage 
of material aoluble in hot v/ater but incoluble in cold v/p.ter. 
No attempt './aa n.adn to identify cuch materials. 
Leoo car aioeaae at all kinua v/aa found In hard cobbed 
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Btralna v/hen compared with soft cobbed strains. In general, 
lov; pH lines were hard oobbed lines and vloe versa although 
there were some outstanding exceptions. Progenies of hard 
cobbed lines seemed to have more drought tolerance and more 
overall vitality than progenies of soft oobbed strains. 
All of these Items pointed to the suggeetlon that con­
sideration of this Interacting complex of mldcob color, pH 
and breaking strength could be useful In obtaining more 
efficient and productive types In a breeding program. Con­
versely, parental Inbred selection based on hlpih yielding 
orogeny performance should automatically cumulate Inbreda 
having greater active acidity, breaking strength and amount 
of mldcob pigmentation. 
During the 11 year period In Connecticut while actively 
v/orklng In commercial sweet corn breeding, observations 
were continually made on the last two of these characters. 
These personal observations confirmed the above opinion. 
The opportunity to check these Interrelationships of yield 
and ear cliaracters more rigorously was made available In 
I9U9 and results from these recent studies are presented. 
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Interrelatlonshlpa of Halze Bar Characters 
Observed From 19^9 Through 1951 
Study of ear ohamctere In single croases with relation to 
yield and field locations. 19^9 crop. 
Gobs of Sk single crosses obtained from six district 
fields in the southern half of Iov;a (see Figure 3 for 
locations) wore used to obtain correlations amonF; the fol-
loulng characters: cob length, cob diameter, breaking 
strength, and pH. These correlations were determined with­
in locations and for the total data. Means of the four 
characters for each hybrid in each field were calculated 
and these means v;ere used for correlations of these traits 
v.'ith yield and kernel moisture content at harvest. Yields 
and moisture contents v/ere average values for a particular 
hybrid at a particular location. The data for those latter 
two variat'es v.'ere kindly supplied by Dr. fJprague from his 
unpublished records on experimental hybrids. 
Table 7 shows the numbers of individual items entering 
into each correlation, all correlations betweon individual 
ears by location and by total, and the corresponding oor-
relations based on hybrid means. Correlations of these 
means v;ith harvest moisture per cent and yield are the 
single entries in the tv;o right hand columns of the table. 
Column and stub headings are abbreviated as follov/s; 
•*ov 
Northern ction 
FIB. 3» Division of.the "•liitf into .'nrtions und distrit.-t.*. Knch dot tho Ini-n 
tion of d lest field, 
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Table ?• HIar character correlatlona by dlatricta, 
totals and means - 19^9 olnprle cross data 
Char­ No. of Character 
acter District ears L® D B W Y 
7 k6Z -.167*^ -.165«« .038 
8 501 -.195*^ -.086<^ .021 
9 1^22 .006 -.247** -.225«« 
H 10 M»8 -.118* -.148*<» -.065 
11 ^73 -.075 -.175** -.042 
12 1235 .111«« -.173** -.206*<» 
Total 35^1 .062<» -.235** -.186»* 
Means 324 .206** -.251** -.102«* .293' '* .067 
7 .027 -.129^* 
6 .078 -.058 
9 .107* -.174«« 
L 10 .232** -.076 
11 .056 -.011 
12 .118** -.137** 
Total .105** -.090«« 
Means -.024 -.222** -.062 .506»'» 
7 .582»* 
8 .565** 
9 .542»* 
D 10 .503** 
11 .158** 
12 .528»<> 
Total .5^1** 
Means .514»* .061 .121* 
B Means • • 
-.037 .093 
V/ Means i « -.160** 
• pH, L = cob length, D = cob diameter, B = breaking 
strength, W = water content at harvost, Y » yield on acre 
basis. 
*31(];7ilfleant between .05 ^nd .01. 
Slp:nlfleant beyond .01. 
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H for pH 
L for cob length In oms. 
B for breaking strength in 
lbs. 
W for moisture percentage 
D for cob diameter in mms. Y for yield in bu./A. 
Table 7 shows that, although many values are real values 
in the sense of statistical significance, none except the 
correlation of cob diataoter nnd breaking strength are of 
appreciable riagnitude. The value of the cob diameter-
breakinfT strength r is 0.5 or larger for all locations ex­
cept for District 11. ilnvironmental influences on these 
variables are acting in District 11 in a different manner 
than in the other districts. Table 8 shows that District 
11 had the highest average yield, the largest average dia­
meter of cobs, the lowest average pH and next to the lov/est 
average moisture percentage at harvest. Fertility level 
in this field was much higher t^ian that found on the aver­
age Iowa farm. The expcriraental area was in a fall plowed, 
5 year old alfalfa field on vhich a heavy manurial applica­
tion of superphosphate v;a8 drilled becide the rov; and, at 
the second cultivation, a aide dressing of N was added. 
The significant positive mean correlation of moisture 
content and pH supports Otanden's opinion that pH value is 
dependent entirely on stage of maturity; the low value of 
this correlation shows that there is much more involved 
since less than 9 per cent of the mean moisture content 
variations could be attributed to the t)H and vice versa. 
This variability la quite evident in Table 8 which crivea 
means by districts for all characters studied. 
Table 8. Cliaracter meana by districts and total. 
19^9 data 
No. of pil D B W Y 
District ears cms. mms. lbs. bu./A. 
i^.86 20.41 24.13 136.48 19.24 87.16 
a 501 i|..90 21, k6 24.51 141.81 16.42 82.62 
9 kZ2 5.01 21.94 24.41 142.83 18.46 93.56 
10 -(|48 u,aa 18.96 24.03 124.96 20.04 48.17 
11 4.78 21.25 25.21 132.33 17.63 103.99 
12 1235 5.30 21.60 23.77 120.10 19.53 88.54 
Mean of 
totals 35^1 5.03 21.08 24.22 130.27 18.55 04.01 
®3ee Figure 3 for field locations. 
=» cob length, D a cob diameter, B = breaking atrungth, 
V/ a: water content at harvest, Y « yield. 
The multiple correlation of Lheae meana wao determined 
using yield, Y, as the donendent variable, and the standard 
partial regresalon coefficients bet^/een yield and each of 
the other characters v/ere calculated and tested for sig­
nificance. Tv/o of these coefficients v/ere insignifleant, 
i.e. their association v.'ith yield could be accounted for 
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entlrely through the effects of some of the other inderjendent 
•arlates. The betas for the three significantly aaaociated 
independent varlates vlth yield and the multiple oorrela-
tion ooefflolont of these three with yield are listed below: 
YL.BV/ = .5^68 
^YB.LW .2196 
.13^^ 
^.LBV/ .56if6 
All of those statlatloa arc slpnifioant beyond the O.Ol 
point. It ahould be noted that (1-R^) or approxlnately 68 
ner oont of the average varij'tlona in the yioldo of these 
hybrids for the oouthern half nf lovfa as represented by the 
six test fiolds la still tinexplalnod. On the other hand, 
oonolderable oonfidenoe oan bo talcen in the portion ex-
pltilnod becauao this renroaontn relatlonshipa existing in 
spite of the Ir.rf^e araotmt of variation among the nioan ylolda 
of the S'*- liybrlds In tho six localcs. 
Study of ear oharaoters in Bin>?lo pros sea and thoir inbred 
parents v.'ith relation to yield. 1951 orop. 
It WELB originally planned to grov three seta of hybrids 
made ur> as all conblnationa of three dintlnot seta of in-
breds for parent-progeny correlation analyses. Oorapariaons 
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were to be made amonf^ the groups aa well aa vithin the f^oupa 
to teat the predictive ability of such genetical statif^tica 
aa v.'ould be derived. One of the sets was to be a genlo 
sample from as large a maize population as it was feasible 
to f^et; the other two vere to renreoent sets of hybrida 
beinp intensively selected for regional adaptability in 
lo'm, high yield in a particular set of environmental 
conditions. The primary difference between theae latter 
groups vras maturity. The abnomalitiea of the 1951 crop 
season, already noted in Table 2, caused many detrimental 
effects among the inbred lines through alov/er rates of 
growth and delayed maturity. It was decided that fallacious 
conclualons would be incurred if the original plan v/aa 
follov/ed. Therefore, theae hybrid data were examined by 
methods similar to those used for the 19'>9 hybrid data. All 
computations for theae data, both for hybrids and for in-
breda, are baaed on individual oar records and not on plot 
means. Tiie sampling variance or residual error terra in 
all oases thus consists principally of variations between 
earn of identical genotype in the same hill. Genetically, 
this must be interpreted under the conccpt of genotypic-
onvironmental interaction or variations in phenotypea re­
sulting from varying responses of a set of specific geno­
types to relatively small changes in environment. No con-
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oept of these Is obtained v;hen data are nnalyzed on a plot 
or p-roup-of-plants basis. 
Slmpln correlations, multiple correlation and standard 
partial regression coefficients, ^'s, v;ere calculated for 
all relationships of the folic.'Inr characters: silkinR 
date (3), cob veight (C), cob length (L), cob diameter (D), 
breaJcinf^ atren^th (D) and yield or kernel veip^it (K). These 
ii/ere calculated aeoarately for the 3 groum nf nlngle cronaea 
and inbred parents nrevioixsly described r.o the SHB, KC and 
SC proupo. Table 9 nhova thr nc.nn for all 6 characters 
by c:roup3 of hybrids and parental inbrods - ith the number 
of ears used for dotemlninfj these noans. Table 10 b1iov;o 
the correlations within the hybrid rroups whllo Table 12 
shows the corrolatlonft wltliin the grouna of ;'->arontnl In-
breds. Table 11 nhowa the repression ooefflciento and 
multiple correlation for all sets of material in Tablos 10 
and 12. 
In addition, variance analyses to detemine the noneral 
and anoclflc combininp: ability for all characters in all 
groupn of oinp^le orosses and to determine variation of the 
6 characters among the inbrcda of the various f^roups of 
parental inbreda were computed. Theae are presented later. 
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Table 9« Ear and plant character means for groups 
of 3in?:lo orossea and inbreds. 1951 crop. 
Ho. of : 0 L D B K 
(Jroup ears : daya pnua. ona. runs. Iba. gne. 
• 
• 31nr:le orosaoa 
HNS 5512 : 11.05 3'M6 20. ^58 22.91 81. 185.95 
MC 1751 : n.56 43.55 21.^ 24.91 104.53 232.16. 
30 1685 ; 17.62 ^7.51 22.05 ?.h.QB 125.28 231.73° 
t 
• Parfyntn 1 InbredQ 
3N3 ^01 ; 16.38 no. 53 1j.?2 21.19 59.27 84.10 
NO 277 : 20.03 21.56 15.47 22.86 59.04 81.97 
2U7 ; 23.58 26.87 l6.68 23.45 96.13 BS.6k 
3 a allklnp; date from 26 July 1951 tis day 1, G = cob 
L = cob length, D = cob dieter, 3 •» breaking 
atrength, K » kernel welRht. 
^Thc low yield in thii -^roup na conparod to tho MC 
group v/aa undoubtedly caused by tho bolow nomal ollmatlo 
conditinno of 1951 • Thooe vould affoct a later maturlnff 
group more adversely. 
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Table 10. Correlation coefficients among 
charactera of single crosses. 1951 data. 
Char- Hybrid:No. of: . Correlation coefficients 
acter f^roup : oars : C L D B K 
liwa 
3 lie 
30 
: 5512^: 
: 1751 : 
: 1605 : 
.009^' 
~.P.iv9 
-.16^ 
-.1^2 
-.017^' 
.109 
-.100 
.1-^7 
.108 
-.215 
-.1U9 
-.016^ 
-.'^38 
-397 
3Na 
0 NC 
30 
• • 
• • 
• • t * 
• • 
• • 
.-Wi-O 
. 669 
.^52 
.667 
.5B0 
.688 
.599 
.658 
.755 
.810 
.692 
3U3 
L no 
30 
• • 
• » 
• • 
• • 
• • t • 
.105 
.192 
.16^^ 
-.060^' 
• 127.. 
-.057'-
.607 
.6-^6 
.572 
SM3 
D lie 
30 
• • 
• • 
• • 
« • 
• • 
• • 
. h7l^  
.602 
.^^20 
.505 
.535 
.31'> 
3N3 
D no 
30 
• • 
• » 
• • t • t • 
• • 
J^Ql 
.'>96 
.308 
All oorrelationa in thifi tablo are oi mif ioant beyond 
the 1,» point unless othorv/ioe noted; N indicated nonsify-
niflop.nce. 
^3eo Table 9 i'or explanation of charaoters. 
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Table 11. Standard partial regression and nmltlple 
correlation ooeffiolents of yield vrith other 
oharaoters studied. 1951 data. 
Group 
; No. of 
: ears 
: Standard loartial regression coefs. : 
: 3^ C L D B : 
• 
• 
• 
• Single crosses : 
3N3 ; 5512^ : .017^ .^^71 .390 .131 .036 : .8ZQk 
NC : 1751 : -.139 .506 .230 .162 : .8402 
30 : 1685 : -.3^2 .533 .296 .135 -.13^ : .8214 
• 
• • Parental Inbreds ; 
3N3 : 381 ; -.076 .520 .?83 .098* : .8948 
MG : 277 : -.501 .506 -.115* -.126 ; .7624 
30 : 247 ; -.5^ .66k -.211 : .7667 
All betas are significant beyond t^p]^ unless noted with 
*; these are significant between t'o< and missing 
cells In the table indicate nonQlgnlrlcance'v/Ith elim­
ination of this trait from predictive regression equa­
tions v;hlcti could be computed. 
^See Table 9 for explanation of characters. 
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Table 12. Correlation ooeffiolenta among oharaotera 
of parental inbreds. 1951 data. 
Char- Inbred : No. of : Correlation ooeffiolenta 
aoter group ; eara ; C^ L D B K 
3 3N3 : 
NC ; 
BC : 
381 
277 
2U7 
: -.264®' 
: -.305 
: -.056 
-,kko 
-.272 
.293 
-.0472 
-.090^ 
.018^ 
.276 
— 033^ 
-.273 
-.386 
-.640 
-.528 
G 
3N3 
NC : 
3C : 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 566 
.605 
.535 
.798 
.601 
.498 
.347 
• 315 
.627 
.835 
.550 
.563 
L 
3N3 : 
NC 
3C : 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.059^ 
. 062N 
-.290 
-.-^76 
-.i49^ 
.730 
.1^2 
.187 
D 
3N3 ; 
NC : 
3C ; 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.'A04 
.545 
.399 
.590 
.166 
.220 
B 
3N3 : 
NC ; 
30 : 
« 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.104J 
-.OI3N 
.355 
All oorrelAtlons in thla table are nlgnlfloant beyond 
the 1^ point unlo09 othervlse noted; N Indloatea non-
alprnlfloanoe; • Indicates alpjnlflcanoe between the 
5/' and 1;S points. 
^3ee Table 9 for explanation of oharaotera. 
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Examination of Table 10 shovm rather remarkable con-
fomity of a specific association fx*ora group to ^roup con-
alderlng the known genetic dlreralty of the 3NS group of 
hybrids aa compared to the other tuo. Consequently, these 
alrrnlflcAnt aasociatlona, regardless of magnitude, can be 
Interpreted as basic biological, biochemical, or whysio-
logical assooiations. In addition, the obviously sub-
optlmal grov;th conditions for the 30 group of liybrids in­
troduces another unexpected variant into the situation and 
could be expected to change correlationa of characters v;hloh 
uhou mucli reanonoe to onvironiacntal variation. Since the 
correlation of silking date and cob length, Ttj^, is the 
only one becoming nonsignificant while the same correla­
tion for the two other groups remains highly significant, 
it would seom Co indicate that this Is tlie only disturbed 
relationship to be exoected in suboptlmal situations. 
Table 11 ffhov;s the standard nartial regression coef-
ficienta of the characters studied vlth kernel weight, X, 
as the dependent variate. Comparing these coefficients v/ith 
the correlations ...» rgjr of Table 10 shoves the in­
dependent relatlonahipo exiating among the charactera studied 
and yi tfld. The direct relationship, for example, between 
breaking strength, B, and yield, K, in Table 10 is seen to 
vary from 0.3i to 0.50 for the different groups of hybrids. 
For predictive'use, with values knovm only for B, 10 to 25 
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per cent of the variation in yield of hybrid ears oan be 
accounted for. The independent relationship of B v/ith K, 
seen in Table 11, la practically nonexistent. This can 
only mean that the direct relationship between B and K re­
sults from causes common to the phonotypic exi:)re8sion of 
B and K. Biochemically, sone step or series of steps in 
the syntheals of materln-ls making un kernel weight are also 
instrumental in the ayntheslB of natcrlala contributing to 
breaking atrenf^th. This does not imply that the same 
materials are Involved. 
In contrast to the above, nearly all of the direct 
relationship between cob v/oipht, C, and kernel wel(^t, K, 
remains after elimination of the indirect but common ef-
fectn of the other independent varlatea on C and !C. The 
lower proportionate reduction from correlation to partial 
roi^resalon in this latter instance indicates a relatively 
(greater common biochemical background between C and K than 
between D and K. 
The consistently hifjh values for the multiple correla­
tion coefficient, Rj^ similarly indicate the interrela­
tionship existlnf!: between those ear characters and kernel 
v/elght, K, to be a concomitant relatlonohip. Tho con­
sistency and hifrh values of the partial repression coef-
flolents for C, L, and D, — cob wolpjtit, length, and 
diameter, respectively, — point to these as valuable traits 
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In the estlmtion of kernel v/ei^ht. FCllnlnatinj? the par­
tial regression coefficients of allkinc date and breaking 
strength v;ould reduce slightly the prociaion of kernel 
i/elglit predictions baaed only on cob weight, length and 
diameter. The inconaiatenoy and lovr valueo of the partial re-
greaaion coefficients for bilking date and breaking strength 
raake then of little uae in a multiple regreaaion prediction. 
One of the exr5cn3ive and tine conouning proceaaea in 
any plr.nt breodln>t program ia the yield testing nhaae. The 
breeder io alvaya av/are of tlie inadequacy of his aanpling 
of tho myriad genotynea available. The correlation here 
being diacuaaed la large enough to uae in a nrelininary 
crude aeiiaration of deairablo and undooirable gonotynea for 
yield on the baaia of the three cob charactoi'a alone. The 
neaaurement of each of theae traita can be eaaily mechanized 
to allow hundreda of individual cob determinationa to be 
made in the aamo tine fi.nd with no more effort than la uoed 
in the preaent laborious plot techniques. Anything which 
v/ill allow aarapling of more genotypes v;ill improve efficiency. 
In Table 12 are given the correlation coeffioionta for 
tho aame relationahipa aa shovm in Table 10. Theae are for 
the parental groups of inbreda uaed in tho oingle croaaea 
from vhicli tho data in Table 10 v;ere derived, v/hile the 
aame overall picture la preaented in comparing the two 
tablea, nevertheleaa some apparently consistent ahifta in 
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enphasls of anoolfio relationshlns occur. The moat obvious 
of these are the Increases in inverse relationahlp between 
the silking date and kernel weight and between length and 
diameter among the Inbreds and reduction almost to non-
signifioance of the relationship between breaking strength 
and kernel v.'eiglit. 
From a relative gone frequency standpoint thore la no 
differuuce between a group of cocmarisona in Table 10 and 
oiie nunc {.-roup in Table 12. Tliere is, of coiirae, a vast 
difforence in frenetic constitution \.ith tho inbred proups 
roproHontin^; all looi in auopoocdly honozyROUs contlition 
while the hybrid groups have sone of the looi in a heter­
ozygous condition. Tho correlation shifts noted laay be 
attributed to ciiis civange in constitution. But v-hoShor 
those ahlfto aro related to intorallolic interaotlona, to 
interaotlona between looi or to a combination of both can­
not bo inferred. 
Variance Oomponont Analyses of liar Gharactem in Hybrid 
and Parental Inbred Oroupti. 1951 Crop. 
Variance oomponont analycia hac been v;ldely used for 
the determination of relative effect of certain specified 
and measiirablo varlatea in biology. More recently the 
same procedure has been applied to a genetic situation of 
the kind investigated here l.e_. the study of all the 
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corabinanta of a srjccifled number of homozygous genotypes. 
In such a case the variance attributable to the differences 
In hybrid conbinatlnns can be mibdivlcled into that portion 
coninc^ from the common effect of the inbred parents an'^ the 
portion arl.oinp out of the divergence of ar^eoific hybrid 
<Tenoty'->e3 from the aver-^fto of all thi: rronotyres. The 
formei* la commonly called the general conblnln?: abllitjy 
exlstinr: in a group of inbrcdo anf? the letter la knc n c.s 
the orficlfic ccnblnlnt^ ability. 
The amount of variation in those groups of hybrids and 
Inbreds ID seen in Tables I3 thro if'h I6. Moan squr.re val­
ues are tabulated by f?roups for the 6 characters studied. 
A comparison of the variation assooiated !-lth the parental 
Inbred lines, - "araonc Inbred parents," - In Tabloo 13 
throttrh 15 shows the relative diversity of the SNH material 
In contrast to the frreator unlfornity in the NC and 30 
grounn. ".11110 these items ahov/ the comnarative uniformity 
or diversity of T)rogony groupa, Table 16 shows a similar 
comparison for the behavior of the inbroda themselves. In 
these comnarlaona, only the moan square aaaoclated t.-ith 
breakinp: strentrth in the 3C Inbreds is lartrer than the 
corresponding mean square in the SM;5 Inbreds. For -ill 
other coraparir>ona the largest valuoo are found in the 
group. 
Table 13. Mean scuRrea for all ciiaracters of 'jM3 hybrldo. 1951 data. 
• 'fean acuarea 
Source --t varle-tion df ; 3^ c L D D K 
Tot&l 5511 : 17.12 76.59 L.jlSr 6.55 1,127.17 1 ,558.65 
Among reps. 9 : 1014.99^ 1,25B.07 69.75 26.17 6,649.05 15 ,111.39 
Among: inbred 
parents Ih 2im,63 12,i*71.6l 397.80 1533.08 2^.1,582.73 216 ,642.30 
Amonf3' hybrids 90 : 77.36 161.93 32.73 33.33 9,460.15 7 ,331.18 
Amonr; ears (Error) 5398 : B.oi^  41.05 ?.7^' 2.11 35540 881.98 
®"S = silking dato (days fron 26 July 1951). C = cob l-ngth, D ss cob diameter, 
B - breRking- otrong-th, K = kex-nel weight. 
^All mean sauares are ei^nifleant beyond tho .01 point. 
Table 14. Kei:.n snuc.res for all ohamctera of 
Norch Central (KG) hybrids. 1951 data. 
Source of varia.tion df C 
Mean squares 
L D 3 K 
Total 1750 11.60 68. 95 ? .74 3 '?1 1,020. 12 1.557. 69 
Araonp reps. 9 369.42^ 358. 28 1'. 71 3. 89 3,960. 19 8,623. 54 
Anionp" inbred parents 11 287.93 1227' 41 14;?. 59 198 37 -a, 060. 78 24,577. 61 
Among: hybrids 54 40.35 422. 71 20. 53 5 66 7,781.. 46 7,148. 12 
Among ears (Error) 1676 6.94 lie. 39 2. 23 1 .95 663. 21 1,188. 54 
^•See Table IJ for explanation of characters. 
^All mean scuares are '^Ifrnifleant boyon<i the .01 point. 
Table 15. Mean squares for all ch.aractero of 
South Central ('30) hybrlf'o. 1951 data. 
Source of variation « ; C 
Mean 
L 
sqiiaroa 
D B K 
Total 168'' : 1^.57 118.80 5.76 ii',6h 1.3'>5. 55 2,0^^5.80 
Among reps. 9 : 890. i>l^ 598.-^9 39.58 20.17 3 ,622 .  39 20,059.36 
Among inbred parent f3 11 : 200.11^ ^501.61 313.96 272.57 125,"^80. 88 33.575.^^3 
Among hybridn 53 : 159.'^8 703 .62  2'^. 28 36 .65  12,996. h-x 10,681.67 
Among ears (Error) 1611 : 3,6U 66.96 2.85 1.67 62) .  27 1,^^^>5.77 
See Table I3 -or explanr.tlon of characters. 
^All means squrires aro slf^niflciat beyond the .01 point unless other'-.'lde noted; 
N indicates noneif-niricance. 
Table 16. Hean squares for all characters of 
all groups of Inbreds. 1951 data. 
Source of variation df sa 
Mean squares 
L D 5 K 
Total 380 
Amonfj reps. 9 
Among inbreds 14 
Among ears (Error) 357 
33.76-
122.93° 
678.66 
6.22 
84.89 
91.25 
2156.97 
3.47 
SNS Inbreds 
7.86 
7.29 
161.13 
1.87 
10.52 
5.15 
232.62 
1.94 
1,387.28 
472.llN 
21,937.^^2 
604.75 
1,285.13 
1.247.73 
26,607.55 
293.04 
Total 276 
Among reps. 9 
Among inbreds 11 
Among ears (Error) 256 
15.49 
47.56 
185.84 
7.05 
19.53„ 
21.14^ 
193.16 
12.01 
NC Inbreds 
4.64 4.85 
4.06^* 3.98^ 
58.10 68.44 
2.37 2.15 
1,394.26^ 
I.077.56N 
18,672.87 
662.95 
517.40^ 
665.53* 
483.88N 
326.51 
Total 246 
Among reps. 9 
Among inbreds 11 
Among ears (Error) 226 
22.90 
3^.51 
362.49 
5.91 
79.50 
24.1?®' 
1331.90 
20.74 
oC Inbreds 
8.77„ 5.71„ 
3.04" 3.60" 
145.95 77.14 
2.32 2.32 
3.097.39„ 
800.97" 
49,682.18 
921.44 
676.74„ 
544.54" 
7,760.50 
337.22 
®^See Table I3 for explanation of characters. 
^All mean squaj^es are significant beyond the .01 point unless otherv/iae noted; 
• indicates significance bet-/een .05 a.nd .01; N indicates nonaignificance. 
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The unlfornlty of the Inbreds uaed In the NC hybrids 
is clearly Indicsated by the small mean scuare values anong 
inbreds for all characters. That this unlfomity also ex­
tends to the single cross performance of these inbreds can 
be inferred from the relatively lev; values in Table 1^^ as 
compared to Tables I3 and 15. 
Further confirmation of these inferences comes from 
investigating the variance components associated with the 
various assiunedly independent sources of deviation which 
have been measured. Those components are derived from the 
mean squares and are additive variances having coefficients 
denending on the number of items aggregated for the estimate 
of the specific component. Because of the variation in 
numbers of items in the subdivisions of the present study, 
adjusted values of these coefficients vmre calculated. It 
was suggested that these adjusted values should be harmonic 
moan values of the various subgroup frecuencies. Those ^ fere 
calculated for all oompononta derived and arc presented in 
Tables 1? and 18 for use v/ith the hybrid and inbred groups, 
respectively. Differences between those harmonic moan 
values and the corroaponding arithmetic means are negligible 
in these studies but the adjustments were made in the inter­
ests of statistical precision. 
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Table 1?. Goeffiolenta of VftriEnoe oonponents 
in expected infian squares for hybrid grout>a. 
1951 data. 
(Harjnonio meann of freouenoiea of subgrouTja.) 
„ - , . : Goeffiolenta 
Hybrid • 
group • h{ 
3N5 : i+9.9520 7?.'}.7102 550.0^50 
NC : 26.2627 291.^ 2^/^ 6 173»9299 
SC : 25.^^517 200.2260 167.1131 
B ooef. for hybrid oorabna. (apeoifio oonibining 
" Ability; 
kx> =» ooef. for inbrort Tjarenta (pjonernl oorabining 
ability; 
ooef. for replicates. 
Tablo 18. Goeffiolenta of varifi.noe oomponcnta 
in expected mean aquarea for inbred grouoa. 
1951 data. 
(Hanaonio rae&ns of I'requenoiea of subgroups.) 
InbroA ' ^Goeffiolenta 
group ; kj Ts.^ 
aN3 : PA.mS 37.6786 
NC ; 22.2273 27.^ 6^2 
3C ; 17.2513 2'K2724 
a ooef. for araonR inbrods oomponont; 
kj^ a ooef, for ainon^ reolioates. 
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The variance ooraponento are presented in tv/o forms. 
In Table 19 are the computed values for the sources of 
variation in the hybrid groups and in Table 20 the ssune 
values have been recomputed as the proportionate parts of 
a total variance complex adding up to 1.00. 
The compon'snt Vp is that component in the variance 
among hybrid genotypes arising from differoncea in the 
flinple cross progeny performance '..'hioh in associated with 
particular inbred parents. This is the component usually 
spoken of and used as a measure of the general combining 
ability. 
The component Vjj la a similar fraction of the total 
variance which Includes the variation arising from differ-
onces among Bpcciflc genotypic combinations nnd is usually 
called opeciflc combining ability. 
The other two portionn shov/n in these tables, Vj^ and 
Vg, come from variations among replicates and among ears, 
reupoctively. The portion Vg is used as the error term 
since It consists of the random variation in the tests 
v/hoso average value lo assumed to be zero. 
In the variance component tables presented here the 
primary grouping is by character studied and within each 
of these groups are given the compononts for the different 
sets of hybrids. The first thing to be noted In Table 19 
is the large size of the Vg components, regardless of char-
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Table 19. Calculated values of variance coraponents 
for all characters of all hybrid groups. 
1951 data. 
Hybrid 
group vt 
Variance components 
Vp Vh VE 
3NS 
NC 
3C 
1.831 
2.084 
5.306 
311kinPs date 
3.323^ 1.388 
0.850 1.272 
0.145 6.045 
8.040 
6.937 
3.640 
3N3 
NC 
3C 
2.213 
1.732 
3.130 
Gob weight 
16.962 2.420 
2.761 14.253 
13.553 24.820 
41.055 
48.392 
66.955 
3H3 
NC 
30 
0.122 
0.066 
0 .220 
Cob lenf^th 
0.503 0.600 
0.419 0.697 
1.041 0.835 
2.741 
2.2?4 
?..848 
3N3 
NC 
3C 
0.041+ 
O.OII 
0.111 
Gob dlvnetor 
2.067 0.625 
0.661 0.1^ 1 
0.842 1.364 
2.111 
1.946 
1.669 
ONS 
NC 
30 
11.442 
10.956 
17.935 
Dreaking strength 
319.856 182.270 
45.556 271.155 
401.049 ki\?..?7S 
355.396 
663.207 
625.271 
3N3 
tic 
30 
25.870 
42.7h7 
111.383 
Kernel '.'ei^ ht 
288.422 129.108 
",9.800 220.922 
81.697 360.050 
881.980 
1180.541 
1445.770 
= variance component of replicates, Vp a com-
ponont of inbred narents", Vjj = component of 
hybi'id coiabinations, Vg =» component of indi-
viflual earn used as error. Vp end are 
components for p;eneral and specific combiiiing 
abilities, respectively. 
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Table 20. Proportionate values of variance ooinponenta 
for n.11 aharaotero of all .-rrou-ns of hybrida. 
1951 dataV 
Hvbrld • Proportionate component valiiea 
group ; V| Vp Vfj Vg 
3N3 
NO 
30 
: .1256 
: .1870 
: .3^ 99 
Silking date 
.2279 .0952 
.0763 .ll'v2 
.0096 .'^005 
.5513 
.6225 
.2400 
3N3 
NO 
30 
: .0353 
: .0265 
: .029^  
Oob 
.2708 
.o'ai 
.I2h9 
vfelght 
.0386 
.2121 
. 2207 
.6553 
.7203 
.6171 
3N3 
NO 
30 
: .0^ 07 
; .oi93 
: . 0^1-^5 
Cob 
.1268 
.1227 
.2106 
length 
.1514 
. 2040 
.1689 
.6911 
. 6540 
.5760 
3N3 
NO 
30 
: .0090 
: . OQiiO 
: .0278 
Cob 
. '>265 
. 2396 
.2112 
diameter 
.1290 
.0511 
.1422 
.4355 
.7053 
. iil88 
3N3 
NO 
30 
: .0132 
: .0190 
: .0117 
Breaking atrength 
.3681 .2098 
.0^^56 .2715 
.2'>27 .3159 
. U090 
. 6639 
. 4097 
3N3 
NO 
SO 
: .0195 
; .0282 
: .0557 
Kernel v/elKht 
.2176 .097^ 
.039^ .W5 
. 0409 .1801 
. 6655 
.7829 
.7:^33 
®"Vj^ s variance component of replicates, Vp = com­
ponent of inbred parents, component of hybrid 
combinations, Vj^ = oonponnnt of individual ears used 
as error. Vp and Vjj are components for general and 
specific combining abilltleo, reapectively. 
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aoter or hybrid group, vhen compared to the two "hlch are 
of gcnetio interest, Vp and This ain^^le rolatlonship 
is more clearly seen in Table 20 vhioh shows the propor­
tionate parts of those components in the whole piccure of 
variation. 
The second point to be obsei^od among the calculated 
component values is the difference in degree of heterogeneity 
shov-n for a particular character p^nong the hybrid rrroups. 
As an example, in the entries for the cob v;clght, 0, 
much greater variation exists among opccifio conbina-
tiono in the ;>outh Central group of hybrids than among the 
spocific combinations of the 3iJo group an ohovm in the 
relative values of these two entries. Helection for cob 
velglit v/ill be more effective in the nC froun tlian In tl\e 
group. 
Another point of interest, : liio to be seen in the 
tablo of ])roportlom',to values, la the rclntlvo importance 
of the tv/p ooapononts Vp and Vjj. In most instances for the 
characters in the 0w3 hybrids, the Vp component io larger 
thnn thu V^j conponunU. In the NC and IC groups the reverse 
relation holds. In th"" foiMor situation, more variation 
la contributed because of differences In progeny performance 
potential of the Inbred parents './hlle in the latter case 
the variation i.n contributed by differences between specif io 
combinations. In one sense the higher values of Vp reflect 
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domlnanoe effeotn while higher values of Vh reflect in­
teractions vitjhin OTjecific genotypes. 
One other point should be notod here. The intensive 
selection practiced among inbred combinations for unifom 
maturity and h;l'h yield show clearly in tho gonorp.l com-
bliiiiii^ ability couponeiit, Vp, for the tvo oharaotei'S silk­
ing >1ato '\ntl kernel weipht in the NG and SO groups. These 
Vf'.luon are lov'er in contrast to the % comnonents than for 
any of the other characters. The indications are t:hat 
amona: the parental inbreda of these fiiroups practically no 
genetic differences in potential for naturity and yield 
remain. 
Table 21 shows the similar component analysis for the 
inbrad groups. The left aide of tho table shov/s the calcu­
lated mean square values, and the rlpbt aide of the table 
8hov.'8 tho values rocomputed on a proportionate parts basis. 
Here Vj repreaenta tlio variance portion attributable to 
differences among: inbred means, Vr 13 the portion attribut­
able to replicates, and Vj^ is the portion contributed by 
the pooled random variations among oars. This last com-
jjonent 1<j used for tho error tern. In general, the most 
apparent contrast of these values v/ith those for the hybrids 
is In tho portion of error. lixcept for the kernel weight 
error componont in tho NG inbreds, these F.re lov.-er values 
than found amonp the hybrid groupa of Vg components. The 
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Table 21. Grtlculatod values and -aroportlonate parts 
of variance oonrnonenta for p.ll charaotero of 
all groapa of Inbreds. 1951 data. 
Inbred 
proup 
Variance cormonents 
C&loulatud values 
R E 
rroportion'-te parts 
R 
3-097 
1.1^ 76 
1.178 
2.330 
0.'^ 32 
0.141 
0.144 
0.062 
o.c^o 
0.085 
0.066 
0.053 
0.000 
15.105 
0.000 
Z5.33B 
i;?.35i 
8.542 
26.952 
8.044 
20.670 
86. -lO 
0.150 
97.600 
6.183 
i:,5o'8 
8.326 
9.2^ 5 
?..982 
4.337 
suiting date 
6.220 : .0854 
7.045 : .0891 
5.913 : -0424 
Cob v/oir;at 
3.474 : .0253 
12.013 : .0162 
20.741 : .0012 
Cob length 
1.865 : .0172 
2.365 : .0126 
2.321 : .0028 
Cob {i lame tor 
1.942 ; .0075 
^.152 * .0lc7 
2.319 : .0079 
Breaking atronprth 
85'i.Ol6 604.748 
810.261 662.953 
pp.26. i^97 921.4^9 
.0000 
.0101 
.0000 
Kernel v/olp;ht 
1054.698 291.037 : .0185 
7.0B0 326.510 : .0157 
430.?03 137.216 ; .0110 
.7431 
.4856 
.7446 
.9370 
.397? 
.8238 
.7606 
.5082 
.7798 
.8202 
.5735 
. 6464 
.5857 
.5444 
. 75^ +1 
.7681 
.0205 
.55^5 
.1715 
.'053 
.2130 
.0377 
5861 
.1750 
.2222 
. :i792 
.2174 
.1723 
.4138 
.3457 
.4143 
. 4455 
.2459 
.2134 
.9438 
.4345 
S3 varianoe coranoni nt for replicates; Vj = com-
Tjon nt for Inbreds: Vw = variance for ear used ac 
' *i 
error. 
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lower values for Vj in the NO group as compared to the other 
inbred groups again points out the uniformity of performance 
of this group of inbreds. From one standpoint this is very 
remarkable. The inbreds in this group have originated in 
5 different Corn Belt states. Host of them are relatively 
old established strains as can be seen by referring to 
their pedigrees listed in Table 3I in the supplement. Re­
membering their relative uniformity of performance in hy­
brid combinations, both from the standpoints of general 
and of specific combining abilities, hints at the idea 
that the traits necessary for yield in this maturity group 
are all present in these inbreds as far as the Corn Belt 
maize genie resei*voir is concerned. To anyone familiar 
with these inbreds, the relationship between olant or ear 
phenotype in the inbred and yield potential in hybrid com­
bination must appear alight because many distinguishing 
phenotyplc characteristics are present among this group 
of Inbreds. 
One item of contrast should be noted in these analyses. 
The breaking strength error variance component in the inbred 
groups ohovm in Table 21 Indicates that the SN9 and NC lots 
are more uniform in their reactions to environmental varia­
tions than in the SO lot. The genie groups of the SN9 and 
30 lots ahov; the expected error variance reductions in the 
heterozygous condition of the single crosses, but the NC 
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hybrids ahov; no comparable reduction In error variance. 
This proportionate error variance Increase of the IIC hybrid 
group nay be contributed by a relatively greater amount of 
genetlc-envlronnental interaction in the heterozygous geno­
types as coraimred to the homozygous genotypes of the parental 
Inbred group. It can be Inferred that this proup of hybrids 
is more responsive to envlronnental variations and vould 
exhibit a greater ram^e of adaptability than tho parental 
inbreds from which they are derived. 
From tho additive variance model asnumed, the V|j, spe-
cifio combining ability, component contains most of the 
dominance and oplstatlc effocto In addition to part of the 
frenetic-onvironmental interactions. Probably most of the 
Genotic-environmental interactions arc left to be included 
v/lth the environmental variation in tho error variance com­
ponent of the hybrid. 
Mldcob Color Relationships to Other Ear Characteristics 
The subjective nature of this study v/ould not permit 
the inclusion of the data In tho foregoinj^ statistical 
studies performed on the other characters. Pertinent 
aasociations of these mldcob color series v/lth other traits 
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are presented here In tabular form. In spite of the sub­
jective nanner In vhlch It has been handled, mldcob color 
Is certainly one of the Important and easily used traits 
In the yield complex. 
It was mentioned earlier In this report that If the 
traits of acidity, breaklnp; strength and raldcob color v;ere 
associated vlth yield producing factors, then selection for 
yield alone, as has been done In maize breeding, viould 
automatically Increase the incidence of the unnoticed traits. 
Although not specifically shovn In this report, such trends 
have been noted for pH and breaking strength. The trend 
In raldcob color shift can be seen Indirectly by comparing 
the relative occurrence of nonoolored and colored strains 
shovm In Table 5 which contains data on inbreds grown In 
1932 v/lth the relative frequencies of colored and non-
colored types seen In the data on mldcob color presented 
here for the and 1951 crops (see Tables 22 and 2h). 
It Is quite obvious that the gene frequency for mldcob 
color genes has shifted, even allov/lng for dominance of 
nldoob oolor and comparison of Inbreds In 1932 with single 
crosses at present. 
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Table 22. Mideob color relationships vitb 
Arrangod Iqr location and coloi 
Eed color ssries grados t Distx 
lo color Pink Bed i 
District lo. of Ho. of So. of I Ho. c 
Ho. •ars Means ears Heans •ars Means t ears 
tpH 
9'» 215 153 1 462 ( 4.84 4.83 i 
8 90 317 94 t 501 
.^97 4.87 4.95 s 
9 87 193 142 J 422 
5.18 4.97 4.95 t 
10 123 189 136 t m 
•^.95 4.87 4.84 t 
11 85 196 192 : 473 
4.77 4.72 1 
12 261 5«9 405 J 1235 
5.'»8 5.28 5.22 t 
Totals 7U0 1679 1122 t 3541 
5.16 5.00 4.98 t 
Col) leo^ h in c 
7 9^  215 153 t 462 
21M 20.46 19.67 t 
8 90 317 94 J 501 
23.03 21.37 20.23 t 
9 87 193 142 t 422 
2i».l3 21.70 20.92 1 
10 123 189 136 ! 448 
20.11 18.68 18.31 t 
11 85 196 192 : 473 
22.32 21.00 21.04 t 
12 261 569 
21.65 
405 I 1235 
23.45 20.33 t 
Totals 7''fO 1679 1122 1 3541 
t 22.54 21.04 20.18 
'See Vignr* 3 'or location of tbosa districts in lova. 

.or relationships vith ear characters of single croaaea. 
[ Iqr location and color grade. 19^  data. 
: Biatrict totals Brovn color aeriea grades 
Bed t Ho color Tan Brovn 
of 1 Ho. of Ho, of Ho. of Ho. of 
'8 Means t ears Meana eaora Keans ears Means ears Means 
tpH 
) ! 462 17 339 106 
4.84 4.83 1 4.86 4.85 4.86 
81 i t 501 
: 
5 415 
4.96 
,^95 4.90 4.80 4.89 
165 z 1 422 1 256 
4.95 t 5.01 4.59 5.01 
148 
5.00 
S I 448 29 271 
k.Bk 1 4.88 4.90 4.89 4.85 
2 J 473 
t 
11 280 182 
4.75 4.72 4.78 4.89 4.80 
462 5 X 1235 9 764 
5.30 5.22 t 5.30 5.23 5.31 
1144 2 t 3541 
t 
72 2325 
5.04 4.98 5.03 4.92 5.03 
Coh length in caa. 
.3 462 t 17 339 106 
19.96 19.67 20.41 1 21.24 20.51 
4 501 : 5 415 
21.62 
81 
20.23 21.46 1 22.80 
165 
20.52 
^2 422 1 1 256 
20.92 21.94 t 23.00 22.21 
148 
21.5c 
16 448 t 29 271 
18.62 18.31 18.96 t 20.48 18.99 
12 473 t 11 280 182 
21. Ot 21.04 21.25 J 
i 
23.36 21.28 
462 35 1235 9 764 
20.7^  20.33 21.60 i 23.33 22.11 
1144 >2 3541 1 72 2325 
20.5^  20.18 21.08 J 21.65 21.34 
1^ . 

No, 
7 
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
!oti 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
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Tabl* 22 (continoel} 
color ii«ries t Dintrict kotalu 
Ro color I'iak Bed t 
Ho, of So, of Ho, of t Ho, of 
•BTB Keanfl eari Means ears Moans > aara Kaano 
Cob diaaatar in ns, 
215 153 t 462 
23.79 2k,J0 24,10 1 24.13 
90 317 94 t 501 
24.23 2h,6l 24.45 t 24.51 
87 193 142 t 422 
2<»,16 2h,26 24,76 1 24,41 
123 189 136 i 448 
23.91 24,13 24,00 i 24.03 
85 196 192 1 473 
Zk,kk 25.11 25.67 t 25.21 
261 5(9 405 t 1235 
23.17 23,82 24.06 t 23.77 
7^ 0 1679 1122 t 35^ 1 
23,76 2k.27 24.46 I 24.22 
Braaking atrangth in lbs. 
94 
125.14 
215 
132.70 
153 
148,73 
462 
136,48 
90 317 94 501 
126.41 141,10 159,04 
159,06 
141,81 
87 
124.84 
193 
138,99 
142 422 
142,83 
123 
106,53 
169 
123,98 
136 
142,99 
448 
124,96 
85 
116,60 
196 
125.36 
192 
146,40 
473 
132,33 
261 569 405 1235 
93.75 
110,09 
117,08 141,27 120,in 
740 1679 
127.87 
1122 
147.12 
3541 
130,27 

Tabla 22 (coRtiataad) 
t Dintriet total* Bravn color eorio* grados 
Rod t Vo color Tan Brovn 
. of t Ho. of Ho. of Fo. of 0
 
«
 0
 
ars Moans } tars Hoans •are Keanfl •ars M«aB8 eors Meant 
Cob diaaotsr in ••• • 
53 t 462 17 339 106 
2U,10 1 24.13 24.18 24.23 23.60 
9^ 1 501 5 451 81 
2k,b$ I 24.51 26.C0 24.52 24.40 
M2 t 422 1 256 165 
24.76 1 24.41 21.OC 24.26 24.6^  
136 1 448 29 271 148 
24.00 t 24.03 24.66 24.17 23.65 
L92 t 473 11 280 182 
25.67 t 25.21 24.46 25.03 25.5'' 
'05 
24.06 
« 1235 9 764 462 
1 23.77 24.67 23.71 ? 3 . e 5  
122 » 35^ 1 72 2325 1144 
24.46 > 24.22 24.56 24.20 24.2^  
Broaklnc •tronetb la Ibi. 
153 1 462 17 339 106 
148.73 1 136.48 106.59 138.60 134.4* 
1 501 5 415 81 
159.04 t 141.81 98.00 141.82 144.41 
lh2 1 422 1 256 165 
159.06 t 142.83 84.00 138.45 149.91 
136 t 448 29 271 148 
127.61 142.99 t 124.96 87.62 127.47 
192 t 473 11 280 182 
146.40 1 132.33 102.45 128.86 13<».4 
^5 » 1235 9 764 462 
141.27 t 120.IP 76.67 114.43 130.31 
122 1 35'»1 72 2325 1144 
135.6 147.12 1 130.27 93.67 128.74 
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In Table 2Z are presented the mean values of neasured 
characters for the various 19^»^9 districts as they were 
calculated for the color grades of the tvro color series. 
District neans are given in the center columns of the 
table for reference to the various subgroups. The nean 
variations from district to district can be seen as well 
as the variations among the various midcob color grades. 
Comparison of these data distributions with Figure 3 (p. 50) 
shows sone evidence of geographical stratification. 
To be noted in the pH relationship is the inverse 
variation of pH with increase of color in the red series 
vfhilo a direct variation of pH with color intensity occurs 
in the brown aeries as an overall charaoterlotio of the 
variation, v/ithln the individual districts the red color 
follows the overall pattern very well but the brown color 
relationship shows considerable variation. The only reason­
able explanation for the red relationship v/ould be that of 
maturity differences between oars. The development of both 
these traits as a dlroct function of maturity could ex­
plain the gradient seen here. 
Among the district means the apnarently higher pH for 
the eastern part of this area (Fields 9 and 12) is un-
explainable. Soil types differ in these locations and 
nothing is knovm of the 19^^9 climatic variation which might 
give acme clue to this change from the other four districts. 
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Cob length shovs a similar inverse gradient in the red 
oolor series both by districts and In the totals. The mag­
nitude Of the difference between colorless and pink groups 
again could be a function of maturity since longer ears 
are probably later than shorter ears of the sane genotypes. 
The lower inverse gradient in the brown series may be re­
lated to a similar maturity gradient. 
Among the district means the most striking deviant is 
District 10. This district in the southwestern corner of 
Iowa is in the driest part of the state and the experimental 
area v/as in a gravelly soil. Those two environmental char­
acteristics could easily account for the short ears found 
here. Again Districts 9 and 12 shov; the highest values 
although no distinctive difference exists between this area 
and the rest of the test location areas. 
Only small differences exist among the cob diameter 
means, although, v;ith the numbers of ears involved, some of 
the larger differences might be statistically significant. 
It would seem that those two oharaoteristics were biological­
ly independent. 
Breaking strength variations show the greatest per­
centage changes of any of these traits in relation to mid-
cob color grades. Distinct and steep positive gradients 
occur in both the red and brov/n color series. Decided 
environmental effects are seen in the pattern of variation 
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amoHR dlatrlot means. NeTertheless, the range of mean var­
iations among distriots is not as great as that shovn in 
either of the color series. The minimal mean value in the 
colorless grade of the brown series may be an artefact con­
sidering the relatively small number of individuals con­
tributing to this mean. 
To see more clearly some of the aspects entering into 
this complexity of relationship, the pertinent subgroup means 
have been presented in a differnnt arrangement in Table 23• 
This table hao a geographical confomation (see Figure 3) 
which shov/s the latitudinal variation among the six dis­
triots. An unusually oonsistent difference in breaking 
strength between the northern and southern tiers of dis­
tricts can be seen in the series of means subgrouped into 
the red midcob series. These differencea are consistent 
even in the comparison of pairs of subgroup means. A 
positive gradient between north and south subgroup moans ex­
ists in going from west to east (left to right in this por­
tion of the table). 
A similar latitudinal difference shows in the brown 
series of breaking strength means, but no longitudinal 
gradient is evident. The range deviations from the district 
means are not as great in thin series nor would the variance 
be as large here as in the red series. 
Table 2J, Mean yarlatlona In breaking strength associated 
with district location and mldcob color. 19^9 data. 
Red 
District no. 
mldcob soriea 
7 8 
1 1 
9 District 
Brov/n 
no. 
mldoob series 
7 8 9 
No color 
Pink 
Red 
125.15® 
132.70 
1^ .^73 
126.41 
141.10 
159.04 
124.84 
138.99 
159.07 
No color 
Tan 
106.59 
138.60 
134.49 
98.00 
141.82 
144.48 
84.00 
138.45 
149.98 
District no. 10 11 12 District no. 10 11 12 
No color 
Pink 
Red 
106.53 
123.98 
142.99 
116.60 
125.36 
146.40 
93.75 
117.08 
141.27 
No color 
T&n 
Brown 
87.62 
127.47 
127.68 
102.45 
128.86 
139.46 
76.67 
114.43 
130.38 
^ean breaking strength In lbs. for the various nldcob color classes by 
geographical location. All data baaed on the same set of hybrids In each 
location. See Figure 3 for location of districts in Iowa. 
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The latitudinal differences cannot be explained In the 
light of any known or conceivable variations expected to be 
associated with latitude. Only on the premise that, since 
the preliminary breedlnf? and teatinf? work is done In the 
District 8 area, adaptive selection operates amonfj the 
strains to limit the adaptation response latitudlnally can 
the hlrher values be anticipated for the northern tier of 
districts. 
These were the only characters vhlch could be compared 
on an individual ear basis with midcob oolor grades in this 
material. In this 1951 data where all characters were studied 
on an individual ear basis further comparisons can be made. 
Table 24 presents the raldcob color relationships with 
all the characters examined in 1951 for the three groups of 
single crosses. The table is subdivided vertically in the 
same manner as Table 22 and horizontally to show direct 
relationships of a specific character and the two series of 
raldcob oolor grades. The first section presents tho informa­
tion on silkinp: dates. 
The differences in maturity betv/een the three (groups 
of hybrids are plainly seen. A consistent negative gradient 
of silking date v/lth presence and intensity of midcob color 
is seen in the red color series in spite of the differences 
in gene frequency for midcob color and maturity among the 
hybrid groups. Since red midcob color expression is denend-
ent on stage of maturity, some inverse relationship of these 
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Table 2k, Hidcol) color relationshli 
Means of Tariooa otaarseters by midcob eol^ r da 
Bed color series grades t Orotqp nes 
lo color Pink Red t 
Hybrid So. of 0
 
•
 0
 
Ho. of t So. of 
Srotip ears Means ears Means ears Means • e ears 
Silking dates in days fron 26 
SIS 2201 2126 916 t 52^ 3 
11.58 10.72 9.92 > 
IC 395 1067 289 t 1751 
13.85 13.71 12,62 { 
SC 993 198 ! 1685 
18.77 17.^  15.39 i 
Totals 3090 iH86 Ihoj : 8679 
13.02 13.09 11.23 i 
Cob vei^ ts in gms. 
SIS 2201 2126 916 : 52^ 3 
33.7^  3^ .30 3^ .66 1 
RC 395 1067 289 1 1751 
k2.kl W».l6 1»2.83 } 
SC ti9k 993 198 J 1685 
k2.67 .^12 51.52 » 
Totals 3090 me Ikoj t 8679 
36.27 0^.33 38.73 i 
Cob leo£ths in cms. 
SHS 2201 
20.98 
2126 
20.39 
916 
20.it5 : 
52i»3 
HC 395 1067 289 1751 
21.16 21.5k 21.65 » 
SC 
22 M 
993 
22.0k 
198 
21.12 1 
1685 
Totals 3090 
21.2k 
4186 
21.07 
li»03 
20.79 I 
8679 

i. Hidcol) color rel&tlonshlpfl. I95I hylnridB. 
laraetcrs by midcob color classes is red and brovn series. 
t Orotqp Beans t Srovn color series grades 
Hed ! : Ho color Tan Brovn 
of • • Ko. of t Ho. of 
u
 
0 .
 
0
 Tfo. of 
rs Means : ears Keans t ears Means ears Means ears Means 
HlkiaK dates in days frov 26 Joly I95I 
L6 t 52^ »3 i 326 3215 1702 
9.92 J 10.9^  : 10.Wj 10.93 11.07 
99 t 1751 t 12 1212 527 
12.62 I 13.56 » 10.75 IjM 13.87 
)B t 1685 t e 11 1290 384 
15.39 1 17.62 : 16.6^  17.84 16.90 
33 t 8679 : 3^  5717 26I3 
11.23 1 12.77 : 10.64 13.02 12.48 
Cob wei t^s Id gns t 
16 s 52^ 3 t 326 3215 1702 
3'».66 1 3^ .13 : 31.89 34.05 34.70 
B9 t 1751 t 12 1212 527 
k2,ej t 3^.55 « W».67 44.20 42.02 
?8 t 1685 1 11 1290 384 
51.52 1 7^.51 « 38.^  47.19 48.84 
03 i 8679 t 3^  5717 2613 
38.73 « 38.63 1 32.5^  39.17 38.25 
Cob lengths in cms • 
16 1 52k3 t 326 3215 1702 
20.46 20.i»5 J 
} 
20.65 1 21.29 20.68 
B9 1751 i 12 1212 527 
21.65 t 2l.^ >8 1 22.25 21.52 21.34 
98 1 1685 t 11 1290 384 
21.12 t 22.05 1 
i 
22.00 22.14 21.78 
03 t 8679 3^  5717 2613 
20.79 : 21.09 1 2I.3U 21.19 20.83 
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laMe 2^ (eontintud) 
Red color series grades t Orotq) oeaas t 
Bo color Piok Bed t t 
Hylirid Ho. of Ho. of Ho. of t So. of : 
grovp 9ar» Means ears Means ears Means t ears Means t 
Cot diameters in BOS. 
SHS 2201 2126 916 5243 
23.24 22.68 22.58 J 22.90 
HO 395 1067 289 1751 
24.87 25.03 24.52 t 24.91 
SC 993 198 1685 
24.74 25.20 24.46 t 24.98 
Totals 3090 4186 1403 8679 
23.68 23.88 23.24 t 23.71 
Breaking strengths in ll)s. 
SHS 2201 2126 916 5243 
73.^  85.12 85.61 I 80.32 
HC 395 1067 289 1751 
104.13 104.77 104.21 1 104.53 
SC 49^  993 198 1685 
101.35 131.30 15^ .79 1 
8679 
125.28 
Totals 3090 4186 1403 
81.86 101.08 99.21 1 93.93 
Kernel weights in gas. 
SHS 2201 2126 916 5243 
186.75 186.57 186.56 1 186.64 
HO 395 1067 289 1751 
232.16 219.02 235.82 236.51 1 
SO 494 
207.02 
993 
241.66 
198 
243.38 1 
1685 
231.73 
Totals 3090 4186 1403 8679 
204.62 194.24 212.19 204.89 « 

Table 2^ (continoed) 
t Group Beans t Brovn color series grades 
Bed t i No color Taa Brovn 
of t So, of : Ho. of So, of -lo. of 
•s Means t ears Means i ears Means ears Means ears Means 
Cob diaMters in BQS. 
i6 : 52^ 3 i 326 3215 1702 
22,58 1 22.90 : 23.43 22.70 23.15 
i9 : 1751 t 12 1212 527 
2'f.52 t 24.91 t 25.25 25.05 24.58 
18 t 1685 t 11 1290 384 
2h.k6 : 24.98 t 24.64 25.01 24.89 
)3 t 8679 I 349 5717 2613 
23.2U : 23.71 s 23.53 23.72 23.70 
Breaking strengths in lbs. 
16 t 5243 t 326 3215 1702 
85.61 : 80.32 t 57.81 81.12 83.12 
39 t 1751 i 12 1212 527 
m.2l 1 104.53 1 93.67 106,46 100.36 
>8 X 1685 t 11 1290 384 
15^ .79 « 125.28 1 86.54 123.60 132.06 
)3 i 8679 i 3i»9 5717 
96.08 
2613 
99.21 » 93.93 « 59.95 93.79 
Kernel weights in gas » 
16 t 5243 i 326 3215 1702 
186.56 1 186.64 1 188.86 186.65 186.21 
B9 t 1751 i 
232.16 I 
12 1212 527 
236.51 1 227.33 235. 225.40 
?8 t 1685 1 11 1290 384 
2^ 13.38 1 231.73 1 212.00 231.73 232.32 
03 t 8679 « 
204.62 : 
349 5717 26I3 
204.89 « 190.91 207.01 201.01 
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tralts Is expected. V/hether or not the amount arinearing 
here oan "be completely explained by such extjeotancy is 
doubtful In view of the subnormal season's influences on 
maturity. No relationship of the brown color series vrith 
silking date is apparent upon observation of that oootion 
of the table. 
None of the variations and interactions of midoob 
colors seen in their relationships with cob woighto, cob 
lenfcths, or cob diametern need special explanation. The 
exoeoted effeota of maturity on these three traits can ac­
count for considerably more variation than is ohorm. 
The concordance in overall averages for breakinf^ 
strength and kernel weight in both serion of midoob colors 
is evidence for an interrelationship of those three char­
acters. However, tho correlation -nd partial regression 
studies of breaking strength and knrnel weight indicated 
their indenendence of each other. Tho relationshin seen 
here must be an indirect one oaueed by the sam^j bioohomical 
reactions that dovelop tho exriresaion of mldcob color. A 
further point here is tho ovidenoo in both cerlcs for the 
optimal color lovel to bo at tho leaser intonoity of color 
expression. 31nco nothing io knovm of the clionical inter­
actions involved, it is probably useless to apoculate on 
reasons for this. NeverCheless, in the IntereBts of probing 
the unknovm, a diacuoaion of those phenomena v;lll be indulged 
in later. 
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In an attemnt to evaluate nlf^.cob color effects ner 36 
regardless of hue, the data from •rhlch Table 2k v'\8 pre­
pared vmre regrouped on a color Intenalty baaia alone. This 
con3tltute3 renoving from the oolorloss group of the red 
fjeriea data from those cobs havia?: the solitary oxprenDlon 
of tan or bro-i'n and from the colorless group of the brovn 
serioa data for those oohs 3ho* iTr solitarily piak or red. 
The tvo rare croups, pink • ich bro^m r.n^ red vith tnn, 
woTild both be included In the "Intenoo cnlor" froup. Table 
25 3ho',.o the ruann of r,ll oharaoters for all 1951 hybrid 
groupa connuted on thio claarsification base as *,.'011 as for 
all 1951 hybrid data in a compooito •Troun. Although no 
atrikinj? ch^^nises in rolationshipti occur by this regrouping, 
there does orierge a parallel T->orformr.nco throur;h the inten­
sity ran^re of the four characters: nilkinr^ date, cob •/eipht, 
breaking strenpith, ?.nd kernel veip^xt. The correlation 
fltudieo prosontod earlier in tliia reriort may account for 
none of tills, but the unual no[:atlvo correlation of matur­
ity r.nd yi Id aeons to he comoletely reversed "hen midcob 
color ifj onaiderod as an additional variate. At least, 
this can bs considered ao additional ovidenoe for the 
intorrelationsliip of tiiio (^roup of characters. 
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Table 25. Intensity of midcob pigmentation in 
relation to various characters. 1951 data. 
Color 
intensity 
No. of 
ears 
Means of characters 
3® C L D B K 
days gms. cms. mms. lbs. gms. 
SN3 hybrids 
No color 322 10.50 31.87 21.30 23.57.6/^' 188.98 
Intermediate 3195 10.93 34.02 20.68 22.71 80.97 186.53 
Intense color 1726 11.05 34.75 20.47 23.14 83.36 186.42 
North Central hybrids 
No color 12 10.75 44.67 22.25 25.25 93.67 227.33 
Intermediate 1207 13.1+7 hk. 2 1  21.53 25.06 106.37 235.16 
Intense color 532 13.80 42.03 21.35 2U.57 100.61 225.45 
South Central hybrids 
No color 9 16.56 35.67 21.33 24.56 78.78 198.89 
Intermediate 1279 17.86 47.16 22.16 25.01 123.15 231.81 
Intense color 397 16.89 48.91 21.73 24.89 I33.21 232.22 
All 1951 hybrids 
No color 3^3 10.67 32.42 21.33 23.53 49.45 190.59 
Intermediate 5681 13.03 39.14 21.19 23.72 95.86 207.06 
Intense color 2655 12.48 38.32 20.83 23.69 94.27 201.21 
3 a Bilking date (days from 26 July 1951). C = cob 
vreight, L = cob length, D = cob diameter, B = breaking 
strength, K = kernel weight. 
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A oomparison can be made between the SC group In 
Table Zk and the District 8 group of Table 22 of those char­
acters appearing In both tables. As mentioned previously, 
5^ of the hybrids In the 3C group made up the District 8 
hybrids, and the remaining 3C hybrids involve all the par-
rental inbreds of District 8. This comes from the fact 
that the twelve parental inbreds of the SO group are com­
prised of the eleven parental inbreds of the 1949 hybrids 
plus one additional inbred. The slightly higher group 
averages for cob length and diameter in the 1951 material 
probably reflect a closer to optimal grov;th environment in 
1951 and the lower value for the 1951 breaking strength 
mean probably reflects the relative immaturity of the 
strains in the latter year. This is an interesting com­
parison because olimatologically the tv;o seasons are close 
to records for the extremes in Iowa. These nay well bo 
unique data in representing the limits of the phenological 
range of these maize genotypes in this area. 
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DIvSCUSSION 
The reaulta preaented here are Indicative nf gone of 
the interrelatlonahlpa exlatlng In raalze vhloh contribute 
to the genetic and blocheraloal complex raeaaured at the end 
of a crop season as yield. No one element In the group 
studied here was found to be v/holly dependent on some one 
other element In the group. Nor was any single character 
found to be uninfluenced by environment. 
These data ahov; that pH of nalze cob meal extracts Is 
associated vlth Nlprrospora resistance and v;lth mldoob color. 
That pH Is simply a reflection of atago of maturity as 
stated by Standen la belied by the data of 1932 and 19^9. 
Both those years \rere exceptional In allov/lng nalze to com­
plete Its expected maturity before a killing froat occurred. 
Table 5 ahov/s the variation in pH among Inbred meana In the 
1932 seaoon and Table 26 shows the similar situation of pH 
variation among single cross means. In the latter case 
particularly, where selection for uniform maturity within 
the entire group of hybrids v/as practiced, diotlnctive 
variations in pH are seen between hybrids as well as between 
fields. These are to be intex*preted as arising from geno-
typic diversity and from variation In the reactions of 
specific genotypes to varying environments and not to 
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variations in stage of maturity. 
On the other h&nd Standen, as well as the observers 
before him, was correct in associating the stage of maturity 
with Nigrospora incidence. And in as far as the stage of 
maturity affects the expression of the genetic potential 
for dH in a strain, correlation of pH with raatiirity will 
be found. This io mentioned because of the inevitable bal­
ance of conflicting Interactions whlcli must be achieved 
for maximum ylold. Later strains yield more than earlier 
strains but when these later strains have thoir growth 
arrested before maturation by an early frost or a contin­
uing early fall drouth or an entirely slow season like 
1951) then a stage of physiological Buaceptibility to dis­
ease occurs which has little or no connection with the 
genetic potential for disease resistance present In a strain. 
Those are precisely the horns of the dilemma \fhich 
threaten maize breeders in the United States nov/. 
These data also show that selection for yield by cur­
rently acccpted exTierlmontal procedures v;lll automatically 
cumulate v/hatever genetic background is responsible for the 
development of high levels of breaking strength in maize 
cobs. This also cumulates the factors for heavier weight 
of cobs as was ohovm in the 1951 data presented. As a 
orlterlon of selection for inclusion in a breeding program, 
it may well be that cob weight data could be more useful 
and practicable. 
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Hldoob color also cumulates In the breeding nursery 
population automatically, although the data presented show 
that the intermediate or less intense degree of color may 
be more preferable from a yield index standpoint than more 
intense shades of color. This preference in yield is more 
noticeable in the brovm color series cataloged here than in 
the red aeries. 
Knowing that pH, midcob color, cob weight, and breaking 
strength are developing concurrently vith the final matura­
tion BtaKco of the kernol, that interrelationshipn of those 
cliaraoters v.ith yield exist, E.nd that pH of the mp.ture 
maize cob is aosooiated with resistance to Mirfrospora raises 
the question of the ponsible exiotence of sone one chemical 
or phyaico-cheraical complex whicli could account for the 
basic interrelationship of those apparently divergent bio­
chemical processes. 
It was noted that Warmer (33) had found silicon as an 
essential oloment for plant grov/th in an extonnive and 
meticuloua study involvinrj a number of different species. 
In the course of "./agner's study it was observed that plants 
grov/ing at ouboptiiiial 3i ion concentrations in the green­
house were more susceptible to mildev; Infections. In addi­
tion, infections spread at a more rapid rate over tlie plants 
at suboptimal levels. These observations were made with the 
povrdery mildev/ funfWB. Srysiphe prraminis (sic I) as the causal 
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organlam and vrith different species of plants Involved. 
Beoauae of the ease of culture and the size of the 
leaf blades, cuouinber was used for detailed studies of 5^1 
ion phyaiolotry In the plants. Observations were made on 
the relative rates of spread of the raildev/ orp:anlsm on 
leaven of various plants prov/lng at minimal to luxuriant 
levels of 31 ion. Both the rate of mycelial spread and the 
rate of fungal sporulatlon was found to vary inversely v/ith 
the 3i ion level in the nutrient culture solutions. It was 
further found that plants grov/inp; at tlie high levels of 
available 31 had greatly increaned resistance to mildew. 
Loaf tloflue discs ctit from leaves at hi^h and low 
levels of f>i nutrition tvere susnended in a varm dry atmos­
phere. nuccennlve i/eiphlnpco Hhov;ed markedly less moisture 
loss from tho hir^i 31 loaf discs as compared to low Si discs. 
To prove the presence of varyinf: amounts of Si in the tis-
Bue, and at the oanie time, find its approximate location in 
leaves, more discs v;ere cut, placed on prlasc Blidos and 
ashed In a muffle furnace. Tho ash fraRments v/ere v/aohed 
;;ith oonoontratod HOI and it v/as found that a silica skele­
ton occurred in tho epidermal cells v/hich retained the form 
and ehapo of the tlsoue otruoture. Oi'dinarlly, silica is 
found only in the gland hairs f.nd basal cells of ciioumber. 
V/affner feels that the additional allioa content Impedes the 
penetration of tho fvingus althouf^h not stopping it completeHy. 
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Noll (13) hp.s found a similar situation in conneotion 
with studies on the yellov/ leaf rust infection of wheat, 
Triticum aestivum, vhioh is caused by Puoclnia glumamm. 
Instead of ashing his leaf saranles, Noll cleared tho <^reen 
leaf tissue v;ith acids and studied t)ie location of ailica 
crystals in the leaf under the nioroscone. He found silica 
crystals would accumulate In the f^ard cells and the ctjI-
dermal cells around stomatea as well as in the parenchyraatoua 
cells bordering the stonatal cavity whenover adverse phyaio-
loglc&l conditions such as drouth occurred. This increaae 
in silica was alv/ays noticed in the immediate area of the 
invasion focus when the r'ls.nt tissue was Invaded by the 
haustoria or mycelial tip of tJie rust funf^us. 
Noll also examined known resistant and susceptible 
strains of wheat, and healthy leaves of resistant strains 
alvays showed more internal silica crystal formation than 
wee found in the suaceptible strains. 
The larpe increase in breaking strength vhioh occurs 
in nalzo coba of the harder genetic constitution in the last 
few weeks of kernel development could be exnlained by an 
increased concentration and dehydration of cilllclo acid or 
some of its derivative compounds, llils could explain the 
positive correlation of cob velo-^at with kernel v/elRht \rhloh 
v/as found in all the present studies. The breakinf^ strength 
variations of maize cobs could loj^lcally be explained by 
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varlatlona In 3i content. Hard coba when broken and when 
ground In the Wiley mill have an appearance of being more 
crystalline on the fracture surfaces. The hard outer glumes 
from hard cobs are stiffer and more abrasive than those 
from softer cobs. 
Rochow (19) has given an excellent condensed review of 
inorganic and organic silicon chemistry in the first few 
chapters of his recent book. One of the most noticeablu 
items is the fact that for the oeriod of 1800 to 19^0 re­
search in silicon chemistry, sporadic though it v/as, VI .H 
chiefly concerned vith hydration and dehydration phenomena 
and with Orignard reactions involving the fully saturated 
tetrahydroxide of silicon and its simple derivatives. Al­
though nuite stable in relation to the other simple silicon 
compounds, silicon tetrahydroxide Is still extremely labile 
in molecular combination with itself eventually ending up 
in the quart?, crystal lattice or combining through Orignard 
reactions v/ith aliphatic or aromatic compounds. These 
Griprnard reactions seem to have no stopping point for a 
few have been reported as partially autocatalytic to the 
extent of polymerir.ing simple R- and Ph- radicals from al­
cohols into more compound and complex aliphatic and aromtitic 
structures, reaching an endpoint with Orrignard reagent and 
the silicon hydroxide complex approximately in the propor­
tions in which they entered the reaction. 
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The thlxotronic property of niliop. ndf them of 
a-oGclal pertinence to plant physiological processes. The 
ease of alternation of relative liquefaotion and ctelation 
exhibited by lev concentration alllca flrcls malcen these f.n 
ideal foundation structure in nlr.nt oytoplasn. •'here adap­
tive diurnal r.nd seasonal resnonses to tcnperr.ture and 
moisture sunrsly chr.nrres are required, silica r:cle in connon 
'.'ith t'O'^ir of the pnctinaoomis naterialn nan sup^^ly the 
necessary dynamic equilibrium to permit anf aaaint other 
biochunical proceaoes to be integrated Into the contimilng 
plant netabollsm. 
This sane thl::otroplc property can p.onop.nt for Uio 
protection afforded the seed in the vnriotia qeod coverings 
r.nd for the r'u:iid Inbibition of v/ator needed to initiate 
{Torninution. Synercoin of the gel in tho final maturation 
period of the soed can concentrate nillcon in the seed coat 
^hore it v;ill becon j beneficial In nromotlnr: Imbibition vhen 
the seed in planted. 
/olff'rj compilation (35) along vith more recent vork 
brinf-'o out sono intercatinr: points oonoornlnp: nilicon in 
r)l^i-ntc. Lover plantn or more primitive typen contain more 
nilicon th^'.n hipher fonus. Honocotylodona shov.' hinder 
silicon contents than uicotylodons. Hydropliyls and xero-
phylfl, at the two extrenen of moisture supply, have higher 
ailioon contonto than nesophyls. Amonfr the cercals, paddy 
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rioe la the hipheat In silicon content throughout the plant, 
and a French patent for the use of rice hulls as an abrasive 
has been Issued on the basla of a nuoted 35-5 per cent of 
the dry weight of hulls as 31O2. Radicles and plumules of 
germinating seed show hlglier proportions of ^3102 than other 
portions of the seed or seedling. In general, growing tips 
have hlc^ier concentrations than leas active grov/lng regions. 
In oorae Instances storaf^e organs contain proportionately 
large amounts of silicon. 
The known fact of silica gel coatings on soil particles 
in conditions of pood tilth and optimal moisture leads to 
another intriguing facet in the apoculatlon. During Che 
period whan complete ash analyses of plant tissues were be­
ing studied as a means of determining fertilizer require­
ments, many investigators grew young plants in flats or pots 
in the greenhouflo using quartz sand as a medium. The uovial 
procedure v/as to rnmove the plants, waah all visible sand 
particles off, dry the various portions of the plants and 
analyze aliquots for ash fractionations. Higher concentra­
tions of ^iiOg v;ere usually found in roots than in tops and 
the difference was attributed to poor preparation r.nd './ash­
ing of the root portions. One Investigator described in 
detail the careful scrubbing of roots even thouj^h no sand 
particles v;eru visible on close examination. Such scrubbed 
samples gave low 5^102 contents in the ash. 
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PostulatlnrT in enoET^onlation of tho roots -rith aillca 
g;el rillcrs r honofenous colloirtnl oontlnutua to exiat fron 
the soluble mitrienta of the soil throu'^h the entire ^ilant. 
^'ith auch f. contimium able to develop the noleoular arranf^o-
nent of lattloo attributed to the (-0-3i-0-)„ nuclear com-
I ^ 
plex anr in viev? of the Is-bility of the outer oxyrren bonds 
of thia confifTuration, a biochonic^-l and biophyriical frir^e-
••ork nxistfl for promotlnrt '-'olyncri^.ntion reactions, •'hile 
Zhe confiniratJion eaaily amiUHted and rilq:ht 
bo an inatra-acntal step In ])rotuin aynthesia. Mixtures of 
the })olyneri~,ation phenomenon, viiioli c".n aaaiat In an ex-
75l^.natlf>n of carboliydrate synthoBen, am? the amin^ition re­
action in varioua proportions can produce a v/hole f^amut of 
oonpcunch; of variable oonplexity and constituency ^tuch aa 
la founri upon analyaio of any plant material. All of these 
compoundn have been Tiro-^'Tioed endothox-nically an<I have be-
oo.',«.' rnorr:y ctorinp: matoriala. 
'Hxe loavno of a plant, ao the primary manufacturing; 
arta, ai*o kno'.'n to contain or can reasonably be aunpected 
of containlnp;: 
1. relatively hlfih amount a of ^ U, 
2 .  chlorophyl hnvln": a molecular confi^yuration 
oivoted on 1% Juau HO tho f^rifrnnrfJ roaf^ont lo, 
3. plaatids of varioua catef^oriea, but len;i -^h-irjed 
to facilitate focusing of radif.nt heat finei-fTy 
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Into a minute rod along the fooal axis of the 
inoldent beam, 
and the available energy Intensely enough oon-
centrated at these fool to aotlvate the 
syntheslJilnR reactions which have been studied 
with 31 compounds. 
Higher 31 concentrations are also found in the floral parts 
of the plant during active flowering and seed formation. 
Maize tassels have a higher content during anthesis and the 
oar has a still higher content at the beginning of ear 
formation. V/lth the development of the cob and kernels the 
concentration is reduced, but the total 31 content In the 
entire ear must be higher when the increase In mass is con­
sidered. At maturity the higher 31 concentrations are in 
the germ and the pericarp. 
Variations in 31 concentration have been studied in 
the cereals more fully than in maize. In addition, crude 
aoh analyses have been investigated in detail in some of 
the cereals during ouccessive stages of growth as related 
to development and to yield. Bearded wheats have been shown, 
in general, to outyield beardless v/heats. Rough av/ned bar­
leys outyield smooth awned barleys, and these, in turn, are 
more prolific than hooded barleys. None of these yield com­
parisons was done on Isoallelic stocks, but one study car­
ried high yielding F2 selections from a rough awned x smooth 
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awned barley on to Fg and average yield of selected strains 
was higher for the rough awned segregates. Ash analyses 
always shov; higher concentrations In the rough awned bar­
leys and In the bearded wheats, nnd other analyses show 
31O2 as one of the major components of these ashes. The 
barbs on awns have been found to be pure 3102 crystals. 
All of these facts correlate silicon directly and Indirectly 
Into the yield picture. 
Reddy reported hlo pH readlnr^s from extracts of longi­
tudinal unground halves of cobs to be the sane as from the 
extracts nf gmund meal from the corresponding halves, 
although equilibrium was reached after a lonr:er interval 
of soaking for the unground halves. This point was checked 
electrometrically, both with nuinhydrone and glass electrode 
techniques, in the present study and only partial agreement 
with Reddy's conclusions was obtained. Extracts from samples 
of larger particle size took longer to reach equllibriun, 
but the pH reading was also at a allp^tly higher level. As 
v.'ould be expected, the more acid oobs v/ould show higher de­
viations. This points to the pH reading as being a function 
of the number of oolls fractured as well as a function of 
the soaking timo. This, in turn, indicates the pH reading 
to be the result of a differential adsorption instead of 
an ionization of a soluble acid in the cob. A silicate 
complex in the cells would account for this phenomenon. 
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The Interrelationships found for the cliaraoters studied 
in this researcli can be logically explained through the 
postulation of knot-,n behavior of various reactions in silicon 
chemistry. An investigation of come of these characters in 
relation to silicon concentrations may be possible v;ith 
microchemioal and moj^phological techniques similar to those 
used by Wagner and by Noll. It may be that ono of the 5i 
isotopes v;ill be found radioactive and vrith a half-life 
suitable for tracer studies. The one available at present, 
Si^^, has a half-life of only 170 minutes, anfl its use v;ould 
be limitud to ain^le or few celled algae or to some of the 
fungi. 
l>ven thouRh it may be some years before enough interest 
and adequate teclmiques are available for biocheiiical and 
biopliysical studies of silicon in the hi^er plants, the 
practical breeder can still employ the easily used traits 
of; midoob color, breaking strength, cob v;oip;iit, cob 
length and cob diameter to speed up the location of desir­
able Ijybrids and to select and fix those Kenotypea contain­
ing the desirable prepotency for yiald in the hybrid proR-
eniea. 
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:5tJMiLA.?.Y AND GOHCLtJ3ION3 
The maize ear charaotera: silking date, cob uelgiit, 
cob length, cob diameter, cob breaking strength, nature cob 
pH, intensity of nldcob color, Nlgroapora realatance, and 
kernel weight (yield) vrere studied to determine amounts of 
interrelationship and general modea of inheritance. Four 
or more characters vere studied simultaneously in any one 
year's Inveatlgation. Detailed data were collected on In-
breds, Ringle-crosaea, and backcroaaoo over a vide range of 
Corn Bolt dent tynea as well as on a fev/ sugary and pop 
strains. Over 45,000 Individual ears were examined in the 
detailed studies carried on in lov/a during the years 1930 
through 1933 a-nd 19^9 through 1951* In addition, observa­
tional data on mldcob color and breaking strength as related 
to plant vitality and yield were accumulated on over 75,000 
ears of sugary and starchy maize types in Connecticut from 
1933 through 19^3• 
The following concluaions can be drawn; 
1. The inverse relationship, found by Reddy, of cob pH 
and Nlgroapora resiatance with the auscentibility 
threshold at pH 5*0 to 5«2 was confirmed. 
2. Intensity of red raidcob color expression and cob break­
ing strength had an inverse relationship with cob pH 
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althouirh occasional Inbreda were strlklnpr exceotions. 
3. Bresdclng strength, mldcob color, cob v;elght, cob pH, 
and Nlgrospora resistance develop concomitantly v/lth 
kernel weight and v;ere all Interrelated In varying de­
grees depending on genetic background. 
f*. Fifty to 65 per cent of the variations In yield In 
different groups of single crosses was attributed to 
variations in cob length, diameter, and v/eipht. These 
three cob characters are suitable criteria for separation 
of desirable and undesirable yield genotynes in the early 
stages of a maize breeding program. 
5. General and specific combining abilities, estimated by 
variance component analyses, v/ere found to account for 
no more than 25 per cent of the yield variations. Tlie 
largest source of variation vas the sampling portion 
v/hich consisted of the pooled variance among ears v/ith-
in genotypes. 
6. Presence and Intensity of midcob color v/as visually 
olasaified in two Independent but not mutually exclusive 
series of hues; red and brovm. The red series of color 
shov^ed closer relationship to silking date, breaking 
strength, pll, and yield than did the brown series. 
7. Midcob color intensity regardless of hue shov/ed a par­
allel relationship with silking date, cob v;elght, 
breaking strength, and kernel weight. The highest aver­
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age readlnpa for cob v/eight, breaking strength, and 
kernel weight v/ere found in the intermediate or leas 
intense color class and the latest average maturity 
was in this same class. 
The interrelationahlps of the diverse charaotera otudied 
indicated a common biochenical s.nd biophysical back­
ground. The similarity between the requirementa of 
such a biocheraical and biophysical complex and the 
knovm behavior of the (-Hg 31-0-)^^ and (-0-3|i-0-)jj 
nuclear complexes in nunerous substitution and synthetic 
reactions was pointed out. It vras postulated that these 
silicon complex reactions formed the foundation of the 
plant syntheses of carbohydrates and proteins and re­
lated compounds. 
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apP'':m*^IX 
Table 26. Means of all characters of 5'^ single crossea 
grovn In 6 locations in Iowa. 19'^9 crop. 
District number® 
''eiphted 
Pedigree 7 a 9 10 11 12 means 
Average pH 
L 317 X \}F 9 4.94 4.89 5.00 4.73 4.76 5.26 5.02 
B 2 5.03 5.26 5.02 4.89 4.95 5.30 5.14 
Hy 4.72 4.77 4.85 4.61 4.55 5.02 4.80 
K 155 5.09 4.78 5.25 4.76 4.83 5.43 5.14 
30-11 4.73 4.71 4.86 4.86 4.73 5.22 4.94 
B 7 5.21 5.30 5.28 4.98 5.11 5.47 5.29 
B 10 4.81 4.77 5.29 5.01 4.96 5.56 5.20 
B 13 k.76  5.06 5.05 4.78 4.69 5.56 5.04 
B 11^ 4.85 4.91 5.19 5.14 5.21 5.35 5.17 
B 30 4.85 5.08 5.24 4.96 4.74 5.81 5.31 
V/F 9 X B 2 4.58 4.87 4.68 4.^0 4.85 4.69 
Hy 4.56 4.68 4.75 4.75 4.58 5.16 4.84 
K 155 4.49 4.77 4.67 4.46 4.44 4.82 h . 6 5  
38-11 4.64 4.57 4.78 4.77 4.63 4.98 4.77 
B 7 4.74 4.90 5.10 4.89 k . 7 5  5.08 4.93 
B 10 4.96 4.97 4.93 4.99 5.13 5.44 5.15 
B 1-^ 4.69 4.91 4.94 4.65 4.65 5.45 4.92 
B 14 4.88 4.83 5.08 4.63 4.79 5.06 4.90 
B 30 4.70 4.91 5.16 4.08 4.45 5.23 ii.92 
B 2 X Hy 4.03 4.5? 4.77 4.86 4.71 5.09 4.85 
K 155 4.81 4.7b 4.64 4.89 4.57 4.98 k . 7 9  
30-11 4.60 4.68 4.87 4.6? 4.69 4.91 k , 7 7  
B 7 4.74 J^.97 5.12 4.67 4.56 5.19 4.96 
B 10 5.26 5.27 5.06 5.24 5.01 5.48 5.27 
B 13 5.14 5.07 4.85 4.92 4.71 5.44 5.1^ 
B 14 4.69 5.04 5.08 4.67 4.72 5 . 0 2  4.91 
B 30 5.03 5.00 5.11 4.91 4.99 5.44 5.14 
Hy X K 155 4.45 4.45 4.67 4.79 4.45 4.95 4.70 
38-11 4.6 6  4.78 4.70 4.61 4.74 5.12 4.84 
B 7 4.98 4.98 5.00 4.83 k . 7 7  5.44 5.11 
B 10 4.85 5.06 5.04 4.92 k . 9 3  5.IB 5.04 
B 13 4.74 4.98 4.77 4.95 4.61 5.37 5.03 
B I k  4.68 4.72 4.76 4.88 4.61 5.26 4.91 
B 30 4.78 4.74 4.89 4.78 4.68 5.28 4.98 
®3ee Figure 3 for ci.iax:rlot locatlono in lo-./a. 
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Table 26 (continued) 
Pedigree 7 
District 
8 9 
number 
10 11 12 
Weighted 
meana 
K 155 X B 7 ii.66 4.74 4.72 /*.73 4.50 5.10 4.78 
B 10 4.80 4.78 4.82 4.67 5.08 4.87 
B 11 h,92 5.05 5.16 5.14 4.68 5.55 5.11 
B 1^ 4.82 4.96 5.12 4.87 5.26 5.05 
B 30 1^.72 4.59 4.70 4.76 4.73 5.44 4.99 
38-11 X H 7 k.BB 4.78 1.30 4.94 4.79 5.43 5.18 
B 10 4.91 4.98 4.95 4.84 4.77 5.2iv 4.99 
B 13 4.70 5.12 5.07 5.09 5.27 5.06 
3 l^^ ti.67 5.16 4.7^5 4.64 5.33 4.93 
B 30 ^^.79 4.80 5.09 4.72 4.86 5.59 5.08 
B 7 X n 10 5.21 3.51 5.51 5.28 5.18 5.75 5.49 
B 13 ir.96 5.22 =7.14 5.01 5.07 5.49 5.27 
B 5.20 5.10 5.35 5.15 4.98 5.46 5.26 
B 30 5.19 5.11 5.79 4.84 4.99 5.75 5.38 
B 10 X B 13 5.?1 5.50 5.14 5.28 5.18 5.62 5.41 
3 lit' 5.00 4.99 5.27 5.09 5.25 5.39 5.23 
B 30 5.16 4.87 5.18 4.85 4.87 5.30 5.10 
B 13 X B l^f U.91 4.96 5.19 5.03 4.74 5.28 5.08 
3 30 4.85 4.92 5.05 5.10 4.73 5.34 5.04 
B lU X 3 30 5.04 T.OO 5.13 5.26 4.87 5.53 5.24 
Field meana /J-.86 4.90 5.01 4.88 4.78 5.30 5.03 
Average cob length In oms. 
WF 9 19. 3 22.1 23.1 19.3 21.9 23.4 21.7 
B 2 20. 0 21.1 21.9 19.4 20,3 22.0 21.1 
Hy 21. 7 23.2 24.3 21.3 21.3 22.8 22.5 
K 155 21. 4 23.0 25.1 19.4 21.8 24.5 23.0 
38-11 23. 8 26.0 27.8 21.9 23.8 25.3 24.8 
B 7 20. 5 22.0 24.0 21.4 21.7 22.9 22.3 
D 10 23. 2 24.8 24.5 22.1 24.4 23.1 23.5 
B 13 21. 1 ?1.1 22.5 21.0 22.1 25.2 22.5 
B 14 22. 9 25.0 24.2 20.6 22.3 24.7 23.6 
B 30 23. 6 24.0 25.2 20.7 24.7 24.1 24.1 
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Table 26 (continued) 
District nunber 
'Veiphte^ 
Pedigree 7 8 9 10 11 12 means 
Average cob length In oma. 
WF 9 X H 2 18.^ 20./f 19.9 15-5 21.3 19.5 19.3 
liy 18.^ 19.0 20.6 15.2 19.1 18.6 18.8 
K 155 18.0 18.1 20.3 15.0 19.0 17.2 18.0 
38-11 21.8 2i*.2 23.19.2 23.2 21.8 21A\ 
B 7 20.8 20.6 21.0 18.8 21.0 20.8 20.^ 
D 10 20.9 20.6 21.2 18.2 20.6 19.9 20.2 
B 13 17.9 20.1 20.0 17.1 19.6 19.3 18.9 
B lU 20.0 22.1 20.8 20.? 21.6 21.2 21.1 
B 30 19.0 ia.9 15.3 17.3 18.9 16.2 17.6 
B 2 X Hy 19.3 21.0 19.7 16.9 19.9 20.5 19.8 
K 155 20.1 19.^: 19.9 16.U 20.5 18.6 19.0 
38-11 20.9 21.9 23.0 19.B 21.7 21.2 21.3 
B 7 18.7 21.0 20.6 18.2 20.5 19.1 19.5 
a 10 19.2 18.8 19.1 15.8 19.6 19.1 18.6 
B 13 10.9 20.U 19.6 17.6 20.2 20.U 19-7 
B lU 20.9 20.iv 21.5 18.3 20.3 20.8 20.5 
B 30 20.9 21.3 20.9 19.5 20.0 21.20.7 
Hy X K 155 21.0 21.1 22.0 18.7 21.2 21.7 21.2 
?8-ll 19.3 20.7 22.5 19.3 20.2 20.9 20.5 
B 7 20.8 21.3 21.8 19.2 20.8 21.3 21.0 
D 10 19.3 20.2 21.3 16.5 21.9 ?1.0 .•'0.1 
D 13 19.8 19.2 19.2 18.8 21.6 19.3 19.6 
D 14 20.0 21.0 20.2 19.7 20.8 20.0 20.5 
B 30 19.6 21.2 21.8 17.6 20.1 21.k 20.5 
K 155 X Q 7 22.5 23.5 23.9 21.8 21.6 22.6 22.6 
B 10 18.9 21.22./^ 18.7 21.2 22.2 21.1 
B 13 18.6 20.8 22.0 19.0 20.1 20.9 20.1 
B 11* 22.k 19.8 22.2 18.5 20.1 21.9 21.1 
B 30 20.1 20.9 21.8 19.0 20.7 20.5 20.5 
38-11 X B 7 23.5 24.2 25.0 21.7 24.0 23.5 23.9 
B 10 21.2 21.2 23.4 19.3 23.3 22.9 22.0 
3 13 21.4 24.3 22.7 21.5 22.4 23.4 22.9 
n 14 22.0 22.2 21.9 17.2 22.4 21.1 21.2 
B 30 21.7 22.4 23.6 19.3 23.1 22.9 22.5 
B 7 X B 10 21.0 22.9 23.5 20.0 21.7 23.5 22.5 
3 13 21.0 21.7 22.2 21.5 21.4 23-1 22.2 
B 14 21.0 22.9 20.9 20.3 22.3 22.2 21.8 
B 30 19.^ 22.8 22.2 20.4 21.6 22.5 21.7 
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Table 26 (continued) 
District number weichted 
Pedigree 7 8 9 10 11 12 means 
B 10 X B 13 
B 14 
B 30 
17.8 
22.2 
20.6 
19.7 
21.5 
21.7 
24.1 
23.1 
19.0 
18.8 
18.6 
19.9 
20.1 
20.7 
21.7 
21.2 
22.8 
22.5 
20.5 
21.9 
21.3 
B 13 X B 14 
B 30 
18.3 
20.1 
19.0 
19.9 
20.0 
20.4 
17.4 
17.2 
20.3 
21.6 
19.5 
21.9 
19.2 
20.4 
B 14 X B 30 21.1 22.2 22.4 20.0 22.0 23.0 22.1 
Field meana 20.4 21.5 21.9 19.0 21.2 21.6 21.1 
Average cob diameter In nuns. 
L 317 X WF 9 23.9 2^.1 24.5 23.0 2li..2 ZU.-) 23.8 
B 2 23.6 23.9 2^.9 23.7 2ii.l 21^.0 2i)..0 
Hy 23.8 25.0 25.3 25.0 25.5 2i>.7 
K 155 23.7 23.8 7A,Q 22.ii 23.6 23.2 23.h 
38-11 2^f.9 2'>.5 23.9 24.1 24.2 23.8 24.1 
B 7 22.2 23.4 22.8 22.2 23-4 21.1 22.1 
B 10 25.4 24.9 24.0 24.5 24.5 23.5 24.2 
B 13 24.8 24.1 23.8 23.6 24.4 23.4 23.9 
B 14 21.8 21.7 21.8 21.7 21.9 21.2 21.6 
B 30 23.1 23.7 23.1 22.1 24.0 22.9 23.0 
\JF 9 X B 2 2T.9 25.1 24.7 23.6 25-7 25.1 24.8 
Hy 25.4 25.7 25.7 25.5 26.4 25.1 25.5 
K 155 25.2 26.0 26.9 25.4 26.9 25.2 25.8 
38-11 25.9 26.6 26.6 26.5 27.8 25.6 26.3 
B 7 25.6 24,9 26.1 25.1 26.8 25.2 25.6 
B 10 28.0 27.4 27.4 27.5 28.2 26.5 27.3 
B 13 24.4 24.5 22.8 23.7 26.6 23.7 24.2 
B 14 23.0 23.7 22.8 23.5 24.2 22.6 23.2 
B 30 24.9 25.2 24.7 23.0 26.6 23.8 24.7 
B 2 X Hy 24.7 25.2 24.7 23.9 25-9 25.2 25.0 
K 155 26.0 25.9 25.9 23.7 26.2 24.3 25.1 
38-11 26.1 25.4 24.6 25.0 26.7 24.8 25.3 
B 7 23.7 24.2 23.9 22.8 25.2 22.8 23.5 
B 10 24.4 25.3 25.6 23. 9  25.7 24.3 24.8 
B 13 24.1 23. 9  22.6 23.8 25.1 22.8 23.5 
B 14 23.4 23.6 23.8 22.6 23.5 22.3 23.0 
B 30 23.7 23.7 23.7 23.5 25.5 23.1 23.7 
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Table 26 (continued} 
District ntimber 
v/eiRhted 
Pedigree 7 8 9 10 11 12 neans 
Average cob dlf.neter in nma. 
Hy X K 155 2lf.9 25.2 21^.6 25.0 25.3 23.9 24.7 
38-11 27.7 26.8 27.0 28.8 27.3 26.1 27.0 
B 7 25. 2i>.8 25.a 26.0 26.3 25.0 25.4 
B 10 25.6 25.3 25.0 2if..8 26.6 24.0 24.9 
B 13 2iv.0 2 h , 7  2i>.l 25.2 26.0 23.8 24.5 
D l^i 21.7 22.9 25.7 22.G 23.3 22.2 23.0 
B 30 22.7 2i^.i> 2'>.6 23.7 25.3 24.6 24.2 
K 155 X B 7 23 • 2 l r J r  24.5 2/>./v 24.9 2^.3 24.0 
3 10 26.6 26.7 26.8 25.8 27.2 26. 26.5 
3 13 21.9 2C.1 2*^.5 22.2 23.9 22.0 22.4 
n 11^ 21.9 21.7 2*2.0 22.0 22.8 21.6 21.9 
B 30 22.7 2/^.1 23.8 2 2 . h  24.6 23.3 23.4 
38-11 X B 7 26.0 25. 2'.'-.7 25.3 27. B 24.2 25.2 
H 10 25. n 26.1 25.1 25.8 27.0 25.7 25.8 
B 13 25.0 25.9 2''. 5 26.0 24.6 24.4 24.7 
B 1/1- 2 n . i f '  21.8 20.6 21.1 22.7 20.8 21.2 
B 30 2 2 . 9  2 h , 2  23.8 22.0 24.9 23.6 23.7 
B 7 X B in 2'+. T 25.3 20.2 24.8 23.3 26.0 26.1 
n 13 25.0 26.1 2U.1 26.5 25.6 25.5 25.5 
3 I't 22.1 ?3.3 23.2 23.1 24.8 22. 23.0 
B 3t) 22.2 2f^.5 25.0 24.6 24. tt 24.2 24.1 
a 10 X B 13 26. B 26.3 26.1 26.0 25.3 24.1 25.1 
B lif 22.0 2i)..0 22.8 22.4 23.4 22.5 22.8 
B 30 26.1 2 h . < )  25.0 25.3 27.0 25.6 25.7 
B 13 X B li> 22.3 22.0 22.1 22.7 23.6 21.9 22.3 
B 30 25.0 2iK5 23. 23.7 25.6 24.4 24.4 
B 1^ X B 30 21.8 22.7 2P..0 22.9 23.1 22.4 22.5 
Field raonna 2i|..l 2i^.5 2^1. 24.0 25.2 23.8 24.2 
Averafre breaklnjj strcngtli In lbs. 
L 317 X V;F 9 U8 IW 160 117 151 122 136 
3 2 106 171 189 176 175 173 177 
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T&ble 26 (contimifid) 
Diatriot niimber Weighted 
Pedigree 7 8 9 10 11 12 means 
Average breaking atrongth in lbs, 
L 31? 
B 2  
«y 
K 155 
X Fly 116 n8 133 107 119 97 114 
K 155 113 145 98 82 97 81 92 
38-11 135 131 ir^9 104 107 102 117 
B 7 10^^ 113 102 86 98 76 92 
B 10 155 164 173 159 135 I'^ l^ 147 
B 13 li>8 147 154 129 129 127 137 
3 m 99 98 99 82 87 75 86 
B 10 116 116 117 81 112 89 100 
X B 2 192 P. or, P.on 193 20 ) 190 195 
ily 1-iO 148 149 144 123 133 139 
K 155 140 143 169 153 141 144 147 
38-11 160 1*^8 163 133 155 125 143 
B 7 lb2 129 193 155 185 163 163 
B 10 189 196 201 IH3 197 179 188 
B 13 130 146 159 133 162 l;'.o 13? 
B lU 123 137 139 120 116 127 127 
3 30 140 142 145 101 153 129 135 
X Hy 158 169 152 127 161 155 155 
K 155 174 179 197 142 167 148 164 
38-11 166 186 164 165 191 152 167 
11 7 179 183 173 172 188 144 166 
B 10 192 197 200 176 182 185 188 
B 13 196 197 191 191 198 17 <5 187 
B U 143 137 150 116 124 129 132 
B 30 164 175 164 143 169 140 156 
X K 155 108 109 101 87 101 86 96 
38-11 104 121 131 94 96 90 102 
B 7 119 123 124 111 103 107 112 
B 10 176 151 155 116 150 134 146 
B 13 I'a 139 169 124 134 127 135 
B 14 98 110 US 94 92 101 106 
B 30 98 115 ins 74 81 84 90 
X B 7 10? 124 118 116 110 86 107 
B 10 145 1^-3 163 153 137 156 145 
B 13 86 94 104 73 96 81 88 
B lU 82 88 68 73 72 64 73 
B 30 90 115 105 85 92 70 87 
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Tablc 26 (continued) 
i^edlgree 
Diotrict number 
8 9 10 11 12 
Weighted 
means 
Average brealting strength In lbs. 
38-11 X B 7 116 101 92 90 122 68 88 
3 10 150 142 156 150 159 132 146 
B 13 15^ 190 144 140 96 I'^ O 141 
B 14 81 100 82 80 93 81 86 
B 30 9^ 102 96 65 89 82 89 
B 7 X B 10 156 125 176 147 157 148 150 
B n 147 146 146 143 135 141 
B I'S- 106 114 102 94 96 85 96 
B 10 So 120 92 94 87 86 90 
B 10 X B 13 19^- 19»5 152 194 IBI 171 179 
B It.'. 113 142 1?5 114 106 111 117 
B 30 167 154 152 150 151 162 157 
B 13 X n I'r 13 T "58 142 llA 121 122 128 
B 30 151 139 IJ? 139 137 141 145 
B I'i X B 30 97 116 100 36 88 30 89 
Flal.l meRna 136 142 143 125 132 i>;o 130 
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Table 27. 3N3 hybrids. Means for all oharaoters 
of 200 single crosses. 1951 orop. 
Cliaracters 
Pedigree No. of C L D B K 
? (T ears days gms. cms. nuns. lbs. gms. 
A p 29 6.1k 23.62 20.10 18.97 51.69 133.59 
P A 29 h.76 25.21 19.97 19.55 56.38 lif0.21 
A Y 27 5.70 26.26 20.00 20.67 60.26  1^^9.0^+ 
Y A 30 6.70 27.^7 20.73 20.'0 5B.27 162.93 
A E 28 ^.97 22.79 19.5^ 19.6k kk.82 138.57 
£ A 27 5.30 23.52 19.7^+ 19.81 k7.89 141.33 
A U 28 k.68 22.6k 18.00 21.75 k6.57 119.00 
U A 30 2.60 2k.QO 17.87 23.10 56.93 127.13 
A L 29 8.59 26.86 17.97 22.90 78.10 135.93 
L A 29 8.03 27.62 18.28 23.07 89.62 1^2.14 
A H 23 8.61 36.30 20.87 23.7^ 68.22 159.43 
H A 30 8.70 33-^7 20. ky 23.57 79.77 161.00 
A I 26 7.88 29.8^1. 20.27 22.50 7^.11 175.69 
I A 8.5^f 31.75 19.17 23.38 83.13 170.33 
A M 28 8.61 29.21 21.^^6 20.96 59.36 161.86 
M A 26 9.38 32.23 22. k6 21.61 63.  k6  173.30 
A B 27 7.19 30.kQ 19.15 20.26 99.96 167.93 
B A 27 9.85 29.81 18.19 19.81 9Q'kl 157.70 
A 0 27 11.26 32.11 21.07 20.^1 73.81 154.74 
0 A 29 12.79 33.21 21.03 20.28 76.k5 157.31 
A D 2k 30.17 20.67 22.38 70 .5k  180.75 
D A 27 10 .96  30. kl 21.52 22.89 56.26 173.33 
A K 30 10.03 27.73 21.37 20.93 58.73 157.00 
K A 30 9.10 30.80 22.27 21.10 63.37 178.33 
A V 22 10.86 31.^5 20.00 22.18 72.k6  166.55 
V A 29 9.97 31.U 20.00 22.55 73.55 168.86 
= silking date (days from 26 July 1951)» C = cob 
weight, L at cob length, D « cob dlaneter, B = breaking 
strength, K =s kernel weight. 
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Table 27 (continued) 
Characters 
Pedigree 
$ 
No. Of 
ears 
S 
days 
C 
gms. 
L 
eras. 
D 
mms. 
B 
lbs. 
K 
gms. 
A 1/ 25 11.76 29.48 19.32 20.44 85.64 135.12 
W A 28 9.89 29.36 19.79 19.97 77.32 138.71 
P Y 30 8.33 23.07 19.50 19.30 57.63 145.77 
Y P 25 9.92 22.84 20.04 19.12 63.12 163.72 
P K 29 8.62 20.72 20.45 17.79 42.62 150.62 
3 P 26 9.35 20.5^ 20.81 18.08 44.38 140.65 
P U 29 7.86 25.69 20.24 21.07 47.97 157.10 
U P 25 6.56 27.08 20.20 21.20 50.24 162.52 
P L 29 8.79 31.62 19.93 22.34 90.52 155.17 
L P 28 8.39 32.21 20.18 22.5^ 95.50 168.28 
P H 26 8.2U 33.00 21.19 23.38 81.42 190.03 
H P 28 8.68 35.64 21.96 22.32 81.96 I83.7I 
P I 2k 10.5^ 34.08 21.50 22.96 93.79 186.67 
I P 25 10.20 31.96 21.56 21.60 88.80 178.60 
P H 30 9.93 29.87 23.40 21.07 60.83 185.93 
M P 33 10.33 30.76 23.76 20.79 59.00 185.39 
P B 30 7.37 28.60 18.07 19.13 92.20 173>56 
B P 26 10.85 26.77 18.58 18.73 78.04 167.65 
P a 26 11.19 33.5^ 22.00 22.11 86.5^ 204.72 
G p 20 1'K80 28.80 21.20 20.85 82.95 172.30 
P D 28 10.89 37.36 22.07 22.39 88.11 220.50 
D P 25 26.04 21.84 21.96 51.08 189.16 
P K 29 11.24 30.10 23.3^ 21.24 64.86 179.1^ 
K P 26 10.09 29.38 22.77 20.42 59.5^ 171.38 
P V 26 12.19 34.5^ 21.81 22.27 82.61 191.07 
V P 32 10.66 33.25 21.97 21.44 75.88 200.50 
P y 28 11.46 27.36 20.68 20.29 79.57 152.64 
w p 26 12.35 27.08 20.38 21.04 75.^6 147.80 
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Table 27 (continued) 
Characters 
Pedigree No. of 3 0 L D B K 
? / ears days gns. cms. ini38 • lbs. gms. 
Y S 21 10.62 16.71 17.43 17.71 34.86 124.00 
Is Y 22 11.1k 15.82 16.73 17.68 30.64 106.00 
Y U 27 8.22 29.67 20.44 21.56 46.93 171.19 
U Y 29 6.10 i?9.28 20.72 21.17 46.76 171.28 
Y L 27 10.15 33.22 20.07 22.19 97.11 175.41 
L Y 29 8.21 30.79 19.79 22.41 89.93 177.73 
Y H 28 9.1^ 37.21 20.86 24.50 77.39 202.78 
H Y 27 10.7^ 38.26 20.59 25.78 88.15 213.26 
Y I 30 11.80 39.80 21.27 ?3.53 93.57 216.26 
I Y 30 8.93 31.40 19.63 22.40 82.37 204.26 
Y M 29 9.66 3^^.31 21.10 22.79 70.93 193.90 
M Y 30 10.10 3^.53 21.53 ?1.90 67.37 194.20 
Y B 28 9.5^ 35.43 19.86 21.29 104.50 196.14 
B Y 28 9.25 32.21 19.93 21.50 93.14 193.1^ 
Y 0 29 12.62 34.66 22.59 21.17 78.97 207.66 
0 Y 26 15.88 33-77 21.88 21.65 82.27 204.92 
Y D 29 1^.03 31.21 21.17 22.79 63.14 214.42 
D Y 29 1^.21 27.55 21.62 22.00 44.14 201.66 
V K 28 11.29 32.43 22.71 21.21 70.96 192.03 
K Y 26 12.15 31.08 22.38 21.27 66.92 191.26 
y V 27 13.52 33.00 20.70 22.33 66.63 209.04 
V Y 30 11.17 35.00 21.00 22.90 71.77 222.06 
Y V/ 29 11.93 25.67 20.31 19.28 70.38 156.62 
W Y 28 13.18 25.14 19.46 20.46 80.86 158.96 
E U 29 7.90 24.03 19.72 21.59 36.14 142.55 
U E 23 5.00 24.22 19.26 21.87 36.26 140.22 
E L 25 8.6^ 28.92 20.96 22.20 61.56 168.56 
L K 26 10.31 26.85 20.50 21.61 58.84 168.00 
Table 27 (continued) 
Characters 
'edlgroe No. of 3 G L D B K 
ears days c^s. cma. mma. lbs. PTI8. 
H 3^ 8.38 30.35 20.74 21.62 52.82 181.59 
H E 27 7.15 32.33 20.78 22.70 58.07 190.96 
£ I 27 10.15 26.63 19.96 21.26 51.56 179.81 
I S 28 9.^>3 29.07 20.93 21.86 50,43 196.86 
£ M 27 9.67 26.93 20.48 20.22 49.89 166.37 
K S 29 9.03 27-76 20.52 20.34 54.10 160.83 
a B 27 6.89 31.81 20.26 20.93 87.4^^ 183.04 
B K 27 9.22 29.7^ 20.11 20.81 77.59 176.37 
S G 27 11.52 31.07 22.48 21.00 64.48 185.41 
0 S 26 15.7^ 28.85 21.54 20.96 60.27 173.38 
s D 2k 11.67 32.83 21.08 22.92 67.00 210.84 
D HI 29 11.97 26.72 21.93 21.76 39.10 194.31 
s K 29 9.2U 27.00 21.38 20.66 50.24 190.00 
K E 30 11.13 2U.U7 20.73 20.47 47.53 173.10 
E V 26 10.61 35.00 20.61 23.38 67.46 216.11 
V E 27 10.56 30.78 20.56 22.04 57.33 200.85 
E \/ 29 11.52 2^.66 20.55 19.45 58.28 154.45 
K 23 12.22 25.70 21.35 19.13 61.26 156.39 
U L 28 9.71 33.36 18.68 25.11 84.18 147.14 
L U 28 8.00 34.36 19.29 25.54 77.25 156.78 
U H 26 6.79 39.86 20.89 26.07 69.64 181.64 
H U 28 7.32 in. 86 21.39 25.89 70.11 185.64 
U I 26 7.65 40.84 20.19 25.81 81.92 162.22 
I U 22 7.23 40.09 20.59 26.86 78.82 189.46 
U M 28 8.00 34.64 21.14 24.14 5^.57 167.14 
M U 29 7.^5 33.97 21.07 23.93 52.69 164.76 
U B 28 8.14 34.71 18.57 22.29 83.46 172.64 
B U 28 9.21 35.86 18.93 23.00 88.00 186.14 
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Table 27 (oontinued) 
(Tnaraotera 
odlgree Ho. of 3 C L D B K 
? ears days gna. ens. rams. lbs. gms. 
U 0 28 10.18 39.50 20.82 24.14 71.11 171.57 
0 U 27 13.08 35-30 19.48 23.63 64.15 166.07 
u D 28 9.96 37.^3 20.29 25.89 67.43 189.14 
D u 28 11.^3 32.86 20.36 25.54 46.04 182.07 
U K 28 8.11 22.32 23.71 61.11 178.14 
K U 30 8.93 30.13 21.67 22.80 48.50 170,86 
U V 29 9.62 37.28 20.41 24.24 62.35 195.24 
V u 28 9.39 36.i^3 20.07 24.04 61.57 193.28 
L H 32 9.56 ^5.31 17.88 28.09 139.38 172.62 
H L 28 ^5.1^ 19.54 26.79 116.00 188.93 
L I 2if 13.21 ^3.33 18.92 26.42 151.50 195.17 
I L 27 11.93 ^fO.22 21.04 25.15 85.93 203.67 
L M 2k 10.67 39.50 20.92 24.21 96.33 198.71 
H L 27 10.70 35.59 20.67 23.89 83.85 182.44 
L B 27 10.81 k2.70  17.48 24.63 174.07 181.33 
B L 29 11.10 45.00 17.55 25.07 I83.90 184.28 
L G 29 li^.52 ^0.86 19.62 23.24 12T.31 184.00 
0 L 29 16.31 ii.2.79 19.07 23.86 131.76 191.10 
L D 27 13.63 32.oh  19.30 25.22 74.74 187.18 
D L 27 11.56 3^-78 20.52 26.22 80.07 202.67 
L K 29 11.83 38.59 20.83 24.38 97.38 195.93 
K L 30 10.73 40.53 20.87 24.30 99.73 203.33 
L V 27 12.93 41.52 18.52 25.70 135.96 201.18 
V L 29 10.38 40.79 18.83 25.93 141.76 203.45 
H I 28 11.6i^ 44.57 20.18 28.00 105.07 221.28 
I H 21  ^ 13.67 39.92 17.29 25.92 140.21 169.42 
H H 29 10.28 38.45 21.48 25.62 73.21 207.93 
M H 29 12.10 38.59 22.07 26.31 65.28 209.66 
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Table 2? (continued) 
Charactera 
Pedigree No. of 3 C L D B K 
? cars days cms. craa. mno. Ibo. gnio. 
H B 26 9.50 46.00 19.92 25.15 131.46 208.45 
B H 29 11.21 38.24 19.62 23.41 112.76 200.42 
H G 29 14.97 44.86 21.59 25.93 114.97 208.14 
0 H 29 15.93 47.48 22.10 25.76 103. :)0 232.21 
H D 25 12.20 45.00 21.72 27.60 98.60 242.64 
D H 29 12.41 36.03 20.38 ?6.72 71.21 212.35 
H K 30 11.67 38.93 22.30 24.83 79.33 214.53 
K K 29 11.52 36.59 22.79 24.59 67.45 214.90 
H V 27 12.81 48.93 21.22 27.07 110.30 234.37 
V H 29 11.83 43.83 21.10 26.41 94.38 221.59 
I M 27 10.96 43.74 21.30 26.04 95.44 199.11 
K I 29 12.04 39.55 21.45 24.93 82.48 201.45 
I B 26 11.19 40.65 19.19 23.35 148.88 204.65 
B I 30 11.20 41.60 19.67 23.17 142.07 204.73 
I 0 21 15.14 45.67 21.76 23.90 126.90 227.90 
a I 29 17.66 46.45 21.52 25.00 130.38 220.48 
I D 30 13.93 38.40 20.70 27.23 86.30 212.66 
D I 28 14.07 40,43 20,96 27.25 86.54 221.93 
I K 26 14.58 39.84 21.38 24.15 103.53 224.45 
K I 27 14.00 38.48 21.67 24.48 99.81 222.67 
I V 29 13.52 41.83 19.17 25.55 124.55 223.38 
V I 28 12.47 43.57 20.14 25.07 121.14 241.64 
H B 28 10.39 43.64 21.14 23.18 113.96 206.86 
D M 26 12.19 41.77 20.38 22.92 106.65 209.91 
M a 28 15.1^ 38.50 21.36 22.11 85.75 I87.2I 
G 11 25 15.96 5V.16 .?0,92 22.56 66.72 191.12 
M D 29 n.45 35.69 21.28 25.10 68.35 224.07 
D M 29 12.62 35.55 21.97 25.03 62.35 228.14 
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Tabic 27 (continued) 
Gharr.Cuern 
Te^liprroe No. of 3 C L 1) B K 
^ ff< ep.ra dayn one. nrns. Iba. frjiB. 
M K -'O 1?.:<0 3^ .00 T.3.23 22,67 59.93 201.93 
IC M 29 11.21 36.93 23.2B 22. ^;l 61./i5 20i*.83 
H V 28 l/u5^ 30.3^^ 21.5^ 2^.71 65.79 219.6^^ 
V K 30 12.07 38.60 22.07 2/i.nO 62.73 211.20 
B 0 28 15.96 39.86 19.39 22.50 130.36 197.6if 
a B 26 16.92 i>5.08 20.19 23.5'1- 1^7-72 221.07 
D T 30 13.'4-7 37.5^ 20.77  2^.60 n/>.53 230.26 
D B 28 lii.07 35.50 20.21 2iKl8 88.93 217.71 
fl K 28 1^.5^^ 41.00 21.57 22.79 108.11 2?it.^6 
K B 28 10.71 39.29 21.61 21.86 97.61 ZZZ.lk 
D V 29 11.5=5 ^''^.38 20.38 23.21 144.90 209.86 
V B 29 13.07 41.14 19.55 23.10 137.86 199.10 
G D 25 20.08 30.76 19.64 23.12 6l.ite I70.00 
D 0 23 20.65 31.00 20.35 23./I-3 63.74 174.35 
a K 25 17.56 37.56 22.^6 22.24 93-16 195.20 
K G 29 15.00 39.62 22.93 21.86 94.38 189.10 
0 V 25 17.84 38.68 20.20 23.08 99.20 203.20 
V a 29 15.17 37.48 20.3^ 22.83 87.66 209.86 
D K 27 14.00 33.22 22.67 24.41 65.85 235.93 
K J) 29 14.20 31.62 21.79 24.10 65.83 226.69 
D V 28 13.75 35.07 21.29 i:4.68 58.50 221.07 
V D 29 13.2^>- 33.76 21.31 24..71 53.45 215.79 
K V 29 12.69 42.24 22.73 24.03 90.83 216.00 
V K 29 12.45 42.45 22.73 24.34 90.28 219.17 
U y 29 10.69 29.90 18,24 22.55 05.35 136.55 
L U 28 12.54 33.64 18.07 23.36 122.75 159.64 
H 27 12.00 '^5.37 21.15 24.70 132.19 189.56 
1 24 12.1? 40.92 19.04 25.^6 147.06 POO.25 
II W 28 13.61 32.86 19.86 22.50 79.96 177.36 
B W 27 I''. 04 '?6.11 18.19 21.9'^  150.52 165.11 
a \i 22 19.45 19.00 22.09 127.82 162.91 
D W 27 10.26 32.56 20.85 23.07 61.48 180.67 
K V/ 28 14.61 29.71 19.07 22.11 92.75 169.1^ 
V W 29 14.59 3^.17 17.83 23.76 122.86 187.04 
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Table 28. North Central hybrids. Meanfi for all 
clxaractera of 66 slnp^lo orosses. 1951 crop. 
Character 
No. of 3^ G L D B K 
Pedigree ears days Tmo. oma. nna. Iba. ftms. 
WP 9 X Hy 29 13.03 1*6.2k 20.07 25.79 115.6? 2^4.35 
H  7  2 9  1 . 6 9  ^ 7 . 6 9  2 1 .83 £6.21 150.04 221.66 
I 205 24 9.63 -^4.67 18.83 zhJvS 106.67 215.00 
Os 420 25 11.68 43.72 21.92 26.20 133-56 243.60 
187-2 26 13.50 kS.77 22.50 24.65 I'^O.O'' 230.45 
D 23 25 13.04 45.48 22.20 23.44 118.12 234.32 
B 24 26 12.42 39.^+6 21.50 23.00 97*^2 225.81f 
K 14 26 10.85 ^^>.46 20.96 25.85 102.88 232. l^f 
Oh 28 ^0 12.33 51.9'' 22. =57 25.'>7 117*73 268.33 
•V 22 29 11.24 48.86 20.66 25.69 153-83 255.17 
B 25 28 12.25 21.07 25.89 163.05 244.11 
Hy X B 7 29 1^1.79 '^8.04 21.59 26.il 110.17 2''6.97 
I 205 23 13.48 39.00 19.65 24.96 9^.87 227.75 
Oa 420 29 13.0? 46.9-^ 20.86 26.79 115-62 253.52 
187-2 26 15.92 44.84 20.61 2'^69 82.43 254.8^f 
B 23 32 15.09 49.63 22.88 25.75 110.88 257.81 
B 24 2k 16.38 28.33 17.50 22.58 64.6T 15^.25 
M Ik 25 13.16 45.48 22.72 26.kk 86.96 ;n9.36 
Oh 28 25 13.76 48.20 21.92 26.32 106.88 260.08 
W 22 27  l i i . 96  kfi.Ok 21.00 25 .96  118.63 252 .81  
n 25 28 14.11 k5.k9 19.96 25.83 120.52 ZhZ.Sk 
B 7 X I 205 23 15.96 37.^ 18.45 23.48 107.00 186.36 
08 k?.o 28 1''.09 48.57 22.96 25.75 127.73 25k.97 
I87-2 27 15.44 42.78 23.04 24.07 99.44 228.81 
B 23 26 16.77 50.92 22.31 25.''S 109-15 ^49.92 
B 24 29 12.7'^ 40.72 21.79 23.00 81.76 219.04 
M 14 21 10.43 43.?8 21.62 25.57 76.05 226.76 
Oh 28 27 16.30 49.^*4 23.15 25.93 99.48 242.81 
W 22 28 16.68 45.57 21.14 25.93 127.23 231.12 
B 25 29 15.52 41.14 21.17 26.07 124.66 206.69 
I 205x Oa 420 22 10.32 40.36 20.82 26.05 113.18 243.37 
187-2 24 14.71 32.17 19.33 22.38 73.00 191.75 
46.' 
B 2^ . 24 11.83 38.08 20.63 23.96 104.33 218.17 
H 14 27 12.30 31.07 19.11 24.48 77.44 205.04 
Oh 28 25 13.64 43.32 20.76 24.88 98.56 237.92 
W 22 28 12.03 42.78 19.26 26.07 144.95 234.04 
B 25 18 10.28 40.78 19.22 25.22 135.56 216.45 
^-See Table 27 for explanation of characters. 
B 2^ 26 13.85 77 21.04 24.88 111.30 223.45 
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Table 28 (continued) 
Mo. of 3 C 
Pcdlf/:ree ears dayo jnas. 
Character 
L D B K 
ons. mmfl. lbs. fnna. 
Oa i+20x 187-2 
B 23 
B 2^ 
K IJ^ 
Oh 28 
W 22 
B 25 
187-2 X B 23 
B 2^ 
.'•I lU 
Oh 28 
v; 22 
D 25 
B 23 
B 2l>-
M li--
X B 2/f 
M U 
Oh 28 
V.' 22 
B 25 
X M lit 
Oh •'8 
W 22 
D 25 
X Oh 28 
W 22 
B 25 
Oh 28 X :•/ 22 
B 25 
30 
24 
2i; 
29 
Zii-
28 
28 
27 
23 
^•5 
28 
27 
27 
23 
.^ 9 
28 
28 
29 
29 
23 
26 
P6 
27 
30 
28 
31 
15.-1^0 
13.50 
12.00 
13.21 
15.04 
14. >3 
13.18 
I4.7it 
13.57 
12.56  
16.68 
IU.33 
14.89 
n.22 
12.76 
14.50 
12.11 
14.07 
8.93 
13.52 
10.57 
13.08 
13.66 
12.78 
12.83 
15.61 
15.94 
?9.75 
48.83 
40.58 
42.10 
42.50 
41.92 
39.85 
40.33 
41.44 
43.08 
41.71 
39.96 
39.67 
42.74 
47.62 
49.71 
46.07 
46.66 
40.93 
43.08 
39.35 
42.46 
41.15 
40.41 
46.53 
44.64 
45.90 
22.63 
23.25 
21.29 
23.17 
21.79 
21.43 
20.60 
21,67 
21.96 
23.20 
21.82 
21.48 
20.74 
22 .22  
22.59 
23.89 
21.10 
22.00 
22.21 
22 .  52  
21.48 
21.85 
22.69 
22.07 
22.73 
21.39 
21.52 
25.57 
25.75 
23.88 
25.62 
24.46 
25.53 
24.75 
^3.^8 
22.39 
23.46 
r3.C9 
23.59 
23.00 
25 .24  
24.57 
25.65 
25.21 
24.00 
?3.56 
22.74 
23.50 
24.70 
26.37 
26.14 
25.39 
81.40 
115.33 
82.54 
86.55 
84.33 
110.24 
103.31 
6?.07 
70.26 
68.00 
78.95 
92.07 
106.56 
83.31 
92,1-2 
88.31 
126.02 
127.38 
78.76 
70.24 
83.00 
102.80 
68.15 
89.11 
106.83 
11c.63 
117.43 
226.33 
267.00 
?22.59 
250.48 
219.50 
241.19 
232.47 
205.11 
214.88 
230.32 
220.62 
208.30 
218.32 
216.00 
212.14 
250.76 
:40.83 
235.38 
209.17 
239.12 
227.49 
228.22 
231.14 
231.15 
243.46 
246.48 
233.61 
W 22 X B 25 28 13.68 48.57 21.00 27.35 149.77 267.40 
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Table 29* South Central hybrids. Means for all 
characters of 65 single crosses. 1951 crop. 
No. of sa C 
Pedigree ears days f^ns, 
Characters 
L D B K 
oris. nuns. lbs. fnns. 
L 317 X 
WF 9 
B 2 
Hy 
WF 9  
B 2 
Hy 
K 155 
38-11 
B 7 
B 10 
D 13 
B llh 
3 18 
B 30 
B 2 
Hy 
K 155 
38-11 
B 7 
B 10 
D 13 
H Ik 
B 18 
B 10 
X Hy 
K 155 
38-11 
B 7 
B 10 
B 13 
B lU 
B 18 
u 30 
X K 155 
38-11 
D 7 
B 10 
a 13 
B lif 
B 18 
B 30 
26 
26 
26 
22 
26 
20 
27 
26 
25 
25 
26 
29 
29 
30 
28 
29 
26 
27 
?0 
27 
27 
P 9  
29 
27 
26 
21* 
27 
26 
28 
:'.l 
22 
21 
29 
25 
27 
28 
28 
25 
17.00 
16.08 
17.35 
21.32 
20.58 
18.95 
21.07 
19.77 
16.^0 
19.68 
16.96 
13.97 
1-^.03 
16.07 
1^.82 
13.69 
17.00 
16.85 
12.37 
16.85 
1^^.83 
17.10 
17.56 
1^.92 
17.88 
15.93 
15.92 
20.25 
13.57 
IB.95 
18.10 
I'^.OO 
17.76 
17.56 
15.86 
19.50 
15.88 
k6.l^6 
50.92 
if7.92 
09 
38.80 
51.30 
^^3.00 
^5.32 
35.^0 
if7.8if 
5^.38 
46.2/^ 
U0.93 
h-h.O? 
U7.69 
51.31 
5o.oi> 
50.^0 
iv/i.26 
3k.'H 
^7.76 
52.31 
63.08 
55.15 
71.58 
56.63 
it5.8/> 
^6.93 
5^.81 
'^ 5.91 
U8.71 
iin.03 
60.76 
^5.30 
^•6.21 
^>1.50 
^3.56 
21.81 
21.-^1 
22.11 
22.55 
23.15 
22.70 
2if.J^8 
21.11 
23.^0 
23.00 
2^.08 
20.'a 
20.07 
18.57 
22.32 
21.83 
21.65 
19.67 
22.60 
23.15 
18.19 
18.83 
19.31 
21.33 
20.31 
22.25 
20.78 
19.69 
22.Oi^ 
21.38 
20.68 
22.33 
21.39 
22.80 
20.33 
21.39 
21.93 
21.52 
2^ 4-. 08 
22.77 
25.50 
2^^.27 
23.69 
23.30 
25.22 
25.50 
22.44 
22.76 
23.35 
23.52 
25.79 
25.60 
26.36 
26.21 
26.-51 
27.26 
23.83 
24.15 
23.59 
23.90 
25.62 
25.70 
23.96 
25.71 
24.26 
22.50 
21.89 
25.67 
25.86 
28.05 
26.41 
28.00 
27.04 
23.68 
25.11 
25.44 
129.96 
139.93 
117.73 
90.64 
99.61 
86.30 
141.52 
151.76 
99.24 
74.48 
107.00 
186.93 
115.69 
123.97 
120.11 
150.04 
133-80 
187.85 
155.50 
92.22  
108.07 
141.59 
168.79 
198.67 
162.76 
198.21 
197.78 
153.96 
113.21 
178.10 
99.82 
112.90 
110.17 
161.44 
Ih^.hO 
109.03 
81.89 
88.56 
207.99 
238.53 
234.00 
187.18 
190.92 
173.80 
205.11 
200.76 
217.52 
190.16 
211.91 
240.97 
244.35 
204.33 
241.28 
221.66 
241.30 
248.96 
245.83 
271.^8 
156.59 
219.59 
237.^5 
246.52 
247.53 
278.84 
239.26 
202.45 
238.57 
246.95 
235.73 
269.43 
236.97 
271.36 
249.41 
251.93 
246.78 
244.16 
^See Table 27 for explanation of oharaotera. 
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Table 29 (continued) 
Characters 
No. of S 0 L D B K 
Pedigree ears days gma. oma. nma. lbs. gns. 
K 155 X 38-11 22 
B 10 27 
B 13 31 
B 14 25 
B 18 23 
B 30 29 
38-11 X B 7 27 
B 10 23 
B 13 25 
B 14 25 
B 18 25 
B 30 20 
B 7 X B 10 25 
B 27 
B 14 29 
B 18 26 
B 30 28 
B 10 X B 13 22 
B 14 30 
B 18 25 
B 30 23 
B 13 X B 14 23 
B 18 25 
B 30 23 
B 14 X B 18 29 
B 30 24 
B 18 X B 30 25 
19.23 k9.ie 23.00 
15.^8 ho.70 22.78 
15.29 38.81 20.8^f 
19.20 35.00 21.36 
22.00 U5.09 22.52 
18.59 ^2.17 20.97 
18.93 ^3'7^ 2^-11 
22.13 63.09 21^.91 
21,h8 1^7.08 22.h8 
1/+.80 kQ,68 2k.l2 
21.20 '>5.32 25.6U 
20.00 32.60 21.15 
19.08 58.92 25.88 
18.19 ^3.89 21.15 
16.62 lf3.21 22.1^8 
19.08 U0.62 23.96 
15.32 if7.64 2if.00 
22.23 57.09 21.32 
18.97 50.^0 23.03 
23.80 60.8h 25.52 
20.26 57.87 23.35 
17.96 41^.83 20.70 
21.12 k2.36 22.36 
18.i^3 48.30 20.J^3 
18.52 h6.03 
16.17 ^.25 23.00 
19.40 42.60 23.08 
27.36 126.-^6 242.73 
22.00 76.81 233.04 
23.77 81.23 220.39 
22.12 67.00 214.08 
24.48 89.91 236.69 
24.76 94.86 237.73 
27.15 86.85 251.18 
29.35 166.78 245.56 
27.60 163.76 234.32 
23.92 141.88 251.52 
27.72 92.24 2/^8.72 
23.55 66.60 182.10 
26.60 119.88 254.24 
27.04 163.15 210.52 
23.69 114.04 220.90 
24.31 74.61 245.00 
25.43 94.61 240.00 
27.59 183.55 211.73 
23.73 123.50 220.96 
26.80 137.80 270.88 
26.74 119.26 241.82 
23.96 147.13 223.39 
25.76 126.00 233.56 
26.13 153.00 222.52 
22.41 95.83 267.11 
22.79 92.88 236.84 
25.16 82.32 231.20 
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Table JO . ConparlBons of ner-ns of oharactera of 
inbreds and their sinpjle cross prof^enlea. 
3N3 group. 1951 data. 
Cli?irp.oter 
Progeny No. of 3®^ C L D B K 
Inbred f^roup ears days OTia. cms. nuns. lbs. fjma. 
A '^ 5 9.68 16.84 15.16 18.64 4?. 52 59.36 
K 768 8.25 28.81 20.04 21.36 68.49 154.07 
P I 23 12.00 15.2^"- 16.83 18.13 35.87 62.39 
H 767 9.64 28.95 21.07 20.84 70.50 171.21 
y I 29 12.79 16.38 16.00 19.41 39.27 102.20 
11 778 10.'18 30.54 20.56 21.54 70.57 184.18 
K I 25 11.04 14.44 17.04 18.00 19.76 89.04 
n 752 9.53 26.77 20.45 20.73 53.42 169.13 
U I 29 9.58 17.55 13-93 21.34 23.31 63.65 
H 7^8 8.16 32.92 20.03 23.63 62.21 166.77 
L I 27 19.87 17.80 10.92 23.61 81.96 60.09 
H 751 10.81 36.65 19.43 24.32 106.35 178.67 
H I 25 11.36 50.12 20.24 10.12 75.12 178.72 
H 758 10.66 39.92 20.83 25.27 91.54 199.98 
I I 19 16.53 31.21 16.21 23.58 87.52 107.47 
H 719 11.73 38.68 20.40 24.56 101.67 203.46 
M I 10 17.06 -?1.00 17.16 20.86 33.76 91.59 
K 764 11.18 35.65 21.58 23.18 71.41 193.26 
B I 29 17.58 22.86 14.38 20.18 125.75 86.13 
H 750 11.01 37.60 19.57 22.47 115.25 195.07 
« Bilking date (days from 26 July 1951)1 0 a cob weight, 
L = oob length, D « oob diaaeter, B « breaking strength, 
K xs kernel weight. 
SI Inbred, H » hybrid. 
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Table 30 (continued) 
Character 
Progeny No. of 3 C L D B K 
Inbred group ears days gms. ens. mms. Iba. frma. 
0 I 22 2i^.68 20.19 16.18 20.18 75.63 77.36 
H 716 15.22 37.60 20.99 22.75 94.56 191.57 
D I 22 22.18 1^.50 20.91 10.41 79.00 
H 730 13.18 33.80 21.07 2^4-.37 67.55 206.95 
K I 27 19.20 17.72 17.58 19.54 30.82 85.03 
H 768 11.96 3^^.79 22.02 22.72 75.98 198.36 
V I 28 20.10 22.07 13.03 23.25 99.38 73.99 
H 759 12.33 38.00 20.61 23.92 77.13 207.77 
•,/ I 21 25.19 10.72 10.58 19.95 66.43 28.86 
H 47^  12.6^f 31.11 19.59 21.71 95.18 162.14 
Means I 3131 16.38 20.53 15.32 21.19 59.27 B^i.lO 
H 5512 11.05 34.16 20.58 22.91 81.84 185.?5 
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Table 3I. Comparlsona of means of oharaoters of 
inbreds and their single cross progenies. 
North Central {^rouo. 1951 data. 
Ciiriraoter 
Inbred 
Progeny No. of 
t>;roup eai's 
3a 
days 
a 
gns. 
r 
i-i 
cms. 
D 
mras. 
B 
lbs. •
 
to 
WP 9 26 17.8^V 2'K3B 14.73 21.61 106.00 97-84 
H 297 1J'.19 ^5.28 21.3^ 25.18 126.96 238.41 
Hy I 20 20.60 21.30 15.00 24.20 3B.95 100.90 
H 297 1^.33 hU.91 20.86 2 5.64 103.54 239.83 
B 7 I zh 2'^ .75 25.00 16.63 24.08 72.84 59.08 
H 296 1U.80 1>5.18 21.77 25.28 111.28 228.17 
I 205 I 16 IB. 38 19.1'* 11.50 24. 105.06 66.62 
H Z6k 12.60 30'77 19.74 24.62 105.67 218.26 
08 if20 X 21> 19.9^ 2h.'^h 15.67 24.34 69.55 87.14 
H 291 13.33 <^3.37 21.90 25.30 97.03 241.48 
I87-2 I 23 2?.65 17.70 16.26 30.13 24. 65 67-96 
H 290 l/i.75 k\. 08 21.75 23.68 86.57 221.10 
B 23 I 15 . 00 X9.00 15.40 ;:0.A7 30.fl0 79.20 
H 297 13-99 46.89 22.29 24.80 104.82 235-94 
B Zk I 22 IV. oh 17.-^6 15.41 19.95 24.77 88.81 
H 276 12.51 39.60 21.38 23.25 83.67 216.03 
M lU I 29 15.17 24.10 17.90 23.62 35-15 99-03 
H 294 12.15 42.40 22.12 25.18 85.46 228.28 
Oh 28 I 25 ?1. 6^ 23.96 17.00 2T. 20 41.16 77.60 
H 297 14.66 45.73 22.19 24.96 95.95 241.27 
W 22 I 27 19.13 20.46 14.76 22.05 58.31 86.88 
H 301 13-5^^ 44.31 21.08 25./^ 120.14 239.99 
D 25 1 26 ^1.77 19.08 13-73 22.46 89.38 65-30 
H 302 13.75 44.00 21.16 25.41 123.14 234.15 
Means I 
H 
277 
1751 
20.03 
13-56 
21.56 
43.55 
15-^7 
21.48 
22.86 
24.91 
59.04 
104.53 
81.97 
232.16 
®See Table 30 for explanation of characters. 
^See Table 30 for explanation of symbols. 
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Tnble 32. ComnRriflon^ n? r.er.ns nharAOtern of 
Inbrprtfl anfi thrir or^pn •nrncrf»nloB. 
3outh ContrRl groxip. 1951 data. 
Charaoter 
Prc?:cny No. of 3® C L D B K 
Inbrod rroun ears days cna. cms. nuns. lbs. gElB. 
L 317 22 26.27 22.36 18.22 20.72 58.77 60.90 
H 275 IB. 62 Wi.93 22.71 23.92 113.75 206.23 
WF 9 I 26 17.84 24.38 14.7T 23.61 106.00 97.04 
H 308 14.94 46.40 20.92 25.15 137.05 229.63 
H 2 I 29 19.34 35.07 14. 07 24.27 196.02 113.05 
H 292 16.22 54.42 20. 65 24.10 166.66 239.10 
Hy I 20 20.60 21.30 15.00 24.20 30.95 100.90 
H 209 16.57 47.35 21.19 25.81 118.44 245.12 
K 155 I 6 28.50 19.00 13.67 22.33 61.84 55.00 ]{ 260 18.09 42.94 21.13 24.54 102.58 224.90 
30-11 I 23 27.26 18.74 26.18 66.66 79.31 
H 269 18.90 40.32 23.16 26.39 127.69 235.20 
B 7 I 24 24.75 25.00 16.63 24.88 72.84 59.09 
266 16.84 46.07 22.77 25.47 117.09 229.29 
D 10 I 21 28.72 47.19 22.06 25.82 158.25 101.05 
H ?.77 19.52 56.49 23.46 26.06 140.55 242.62 
u 13 I 13 25.54 17.01 11.23 24.46 111.53 50.15 
H 283 10.30 46.00 21.00 25.95 153.34 227.08 
B 14 I 19 20.68 26.50 17.42 21.05 109.85 20.21 
H 294 16.59 45.63 22.47 23.19 118.46 232.56 
D 18 I 16 30.94 20.25 18.06 21.44 28.19 86.00 
H 286 20.06 44.62 23.46 24.54 96.37 244.21 
B 30 I 28 21.21 23.50 17.43 21.36 69.21 02.78 
H 271 17.13 44.99 21.93 24.75 106.77 222.98 
Means I 
H 
247 
1685 
23.50 
17.62 
26.87 
47.51 
16.68 
22.05 
2^.45 
24.98 
96.13 
125.28 
85.64 
231.73 
^•aee Table 30 for explanation of characters. 
^See Table 30 for explanation of ayrabola. 
